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FOREWORD

This study represents a particularly important and timely ctribution
of the U.S. Office of Education's comparative education program in support
of national interest priorities. It pulls together and evaluates basic
materials concerning the 1978 national college entrance examination in the
People's Republic 1 C.bina. This was the first nationally standardized
college entrance exiiiination to take place in the world's must populous
nation since the beginning of its Cultural Revelution in 1966. The educa-
:Ional implications of that sweeping movement, including the substitution
of labor performance and political activism for demonstrated academic
proficiency as the principal selective criteria for college admission, are
hell documented in an earlier USOL study by Dr. Robert D. Barendsen, The
Wuc.it:onal kevolilLiun in China (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
iftfice, 1973).

Hie 19-s examination reflects the major shift in national policy that
dei.eleped fter Mao Use-tung's death in 1976, when the new Chinese leader-
ship reached a firm determination to modernize China during the remaining
few decades of this century. To achieve this objective it was essential
to accelerate development of a suitable supply of highly qualified man-
power. A nationwide competitive college entrance examination was therefore
reinstituted tu identify the most able youth throughout the country. Those
,;elected hould be given advanced training to realize their individual
potential in support of national development goals.

lmost o million candidates took the examination in July 1978. Of
these, some 290,000 (about 5 percent) were selected on the basis of the
results to begin training at the postsecondau levef in the fall of 1978.

Hie 19-S examination cont.ained tests in eight subjects: mathematics,
physics, chemistry, politics, history, geography, Chinese language, and
foreign language (choice of English, French, Spanish, Russian, German,
Japanese, or Arabic). All candidates were tested in at least five of the
eight subjects and many in six. Tests in three of the subjects---polities,
mathematics, and Chinese language---were required of all candidates. Any
candida':e who had studied a foreign language was also required to take a
test in his or her choice of one of the seven languages listed above.

Hils report ineludes English translations of the official review
outline for the 1978 examination (essentially a syllabus designed to
help students prepare for the examination) and the actual tests in six
of the eight subjects. (Not included are the tests in geography and
Ch!new language, as well as those in the foreign languages other than
English in the foreign language category.)

Comment;iries by 1.merican specialists on the material related to die
,.arions subjects included iii the examinat ion are a special feature of this

lhe basie tasl of each commentator was to assess the level of
knohledge reflected in the available 197S Chinese materials and, as feasible,



to compare it with the level of knowledge in that subject expected of

kospective college entrants in the United States who have completed the
usual :ollegl preparatory course in American secondary education.

1r should be noted that the Chinese candidates taking the examination

were mainly graduates of the sentor secondary school in the Chinese educa-

tional system and thus most had received a total of 10 years of primary and

secondary schooling rather than te 12 years that constitute the American

pattern. However, as is always the case in meaningful comparisons of

national systems, the single statistic of number of years of schooling is

nut a sufficient basis upon which to render a judgment of educational equiv-

alence. Such additional variables as length of school day and year, nature

and quality of instruction, and performance standards required are among

those that should also be taken into account. The ultimate criterion for

determining comparability shoulu be the level of achievement reached at a

given stage in the educational cycle---what a representative student pre-

sumably knows at that stage. Within the limits of available information,

that is what the commentators tried to estimate for the juncture between

secondary and higher education.

commentators had another task of special interest to scholars.

To the extent feasible, they also endeavored to compare the content of the

1978 outline with the relevant portion of the national college entrance

examination outline used in China in 1959, a pre-Cultural Revolution year,

to determine what changes may have come about in each of the eight subjects

as a result of the Cultural Revolution and to shed some light on the fre-

quently posed questions of whether, where, and/or'to what extent academic

standards may have declined in the period since the Cultural Revolutioa

began. The evaluative commentaries are especially useful in helping

clarify what is and is not known and in providing suitable warning and

rrspective concerning the limited inferences that can be drawn from such

material as is available.

At this writing, the pages that follow represent the most useful

collection of information currently available in English on the content

of instruction to which Chinese students have been exposed at the pre-

collegiate levt; during the past decade or so. The material also provides

some interesting evidence on the inclusion of political orientation in some

subjLcts. The section on foreign language study may be particularly helpful

in conmaulicating some sense of what might be expected of recently educated

Chinese students in dealing with written English.

nits report is being published at an auspicious time. Interest in

Chinese education is at a new high. One result of the normalization of

relations between the United States of America and the People's Republic

of China that took effect on January 1, 1979, is the increasing number of

Chinese scholars and students who are beginning to come to the United States

for advanced study under the Agreement on Scientific, Scholarly, and Educa-

tional Exchange. By the end of June 1979, some 200 already had arrived.

In addition, at least 175 more are expected to arrive by September 1.

iv
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With relatively few exceptions, the initial wave under the official
exchange program represents a generation schooled before the Cultural
Revolution. Most of these individuals are between 35 and 45- years of age
;4n1 ha,e completed their higher education in China... Virtually all hold
important positions at a tenuie-equivalent level in teaching or research
iii scienceor technology in universities or research institutes. During
their study in the United States most of them are being placed in the
category of visiting scholar.

Under the official intergovernmental exchange program, the Chinese
(;overnment hos set an ambitious target of 500 to 700 scholars and students
to he in U.S. higher education institutions during 1979-80. No details are
yet available on plans for succeeding years. However, if a sizeable edu-
cational exchange program continues, which seems likely at this time,
succeeding groups will probably include a larger proportion of students
whose college preparatory work occurred. during the period covered by
this report.

In addit ion to those who arrive under the official exchange program,
a growing number of younger Chinese are beginning to come to the United
States for undergraduate and gradi.dte study under private auspices. These

s t udents are usua 1 ly sponsored by relatives 1 i ving in the United States .

By the end of June 1979, over 100 had already arrived. It is therefore

ant i ci pated that thi s report will be of immediate as well as longer range
valqe to admissions officers and faculty members in American higher
education in helping them understand the educational background of the
contemporary generation of college students from China.

Hie Introduction is an important part of the report and deserveS
careful reading. It provides essential background information on the
spqial significance of the 1978 examination, summarizes the scope of
mat4iol covered by the examination, describes the preparation for and
conduct of the examination itself, introduces the basic examination
materials inc luded in th i s publicat ion, and explains the rat tonal e and

uide 1 Inc:, for the conunentaries on the examination that make up the
concluding section cf the report.

nit' U.S. Office of Education is pleased to make this information and
related per:Tectives convenient ly available in English to a wide audience
through this inexpensive publication. Commendation is due Dr. Barendsen for

t he genera 1 concept ion and e f feet ve execution o f the completed pro j ect

that you now have in hand.

Robert Leestma
ANSOUldt0 Commissioner
for institutional Dove1opnvnt.
and Intornation11 Education
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PART 1. INTRODUCTION 1

This report pres'ents and evaluates mateioials,pertaining to the 1978
natiunal "college entrance examination in the People's Republic of China.
lhese materials consist of (1) an official review outline for tha exam-
ination and (2) individual subject tests included in the exam. The
outline.and tests are,evaluated by an.,ad hoc group of American subject-
matter specialists who have been invitA4to review the materials, with
each member of the group commenting upon that portion of the data that
relates to his or her field of specialization.'

The report has been undertaken in order to make available to the
American educational community such insights as these materials provide
oncerning the academic knowledge required of current entrants into
ChinesAolleges and universities. An assessment of this kind is of
great interest at any time,to speCialists-in comparative education.
At this particular time, however, it is potentially valuable to a

broader audience because of the projected large-scale influx of students
from tht: Chinese mainland into the United States beginning in 1979. This
prospect creates a special need for information that can help American
educators to understand the prior schooliOg experiences these students
will bring with them, so that appropriate placement and programs may be
arrangeil for them in American institutions.

The body of this report consists mainly of the reproduction of the
Chinese data (presented in English translation) and the subject-by-subject
commentaries on this data by the panel of specialists selected for the
purpose. This Introduction provides some brief background information
pointing up the special significance of this examination and setting
forth some salient aspects of the preparation for, and conduct of, the
examination itself. It also briefly characterizes the specific Chinese
data available for analysis and discusses the guidelines un4r which the
conimentaries were prepared.

Im ortance of the 1978 Examination

At precisely 8 a.m. on themorning of July 20, 1978, nearly 6 million
youths and young adults took their seats in thousands of testing centers
set up throughout the People's Republic of China to begin a national
unified college entrance examination designed to select the fall 1978
entering class in China's higher education institutions.

n examination of the particular type that faced these candidates on
ithat mid-summer day had not been given in mainland China in at least 13

i--.-years. Comparable competitive nationwide tests had been used to select
college students in the 1950's and early 1960's, but had been abandoned
at the beginning of the "Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution" movement

1



in 1966 and replaced in 1970 by a selection system relying'primarily on

the recommendations of work groups and stressing labor performance and

political activism rather than demonstrated acadentic proficiency. 1

1

By.1977, however, when.the new Chinese leadership that had emerged'-

after the death of Mho Tse-tung in September 1976 was embarking on an

intensive drive to modernize. China by the end of the current century,
this new system came to be viewed as having badly failed as a mealv of

identifying and selecting for advanced training thnse individuals wao
had the cuacity to lead a vast modernization effort. As.the post-Mho

government saw China's situation, the country was already lagging far

behind the advanced nations in the level of its develoPment, and unlessv,'

it could catch up through a "crash" program in the next two and'a half

decades it would risk falqing.hopelessly off the'pace and even endanger

the very chances for its survival in its present form. The stakes in

the modernization race were thus seen as being vitally high, and the

winning of the race was Viewed as depending to a large extent on the

quantity and quality of human resourceS--especially skilled scientists

and technicians, but also economists, industrial managers, and specialists

in a variety of other fields as well--available to tackle the task. To

ensure an adequate supply of such specialists, it was deemed imperative

to begin inimediately to identify the'brightest and,most talerted of China's

young.people, and to provide them with ihe oppAtunity to.,develop theiT

potential through advanced raining at the highereducation level.
.

To implement,this approach, the Chinese Government in 1977 revived the

system of nationwide competitive college entrance examinations, and the first

such tests were given in December of that year. On thebasis of these tests,

taken by some 5.7 million candidates, about 278,000 students were selected

to begin their college education in March 1978.

The July 1978 examination was thus actually the "second round" of the

revived national competition system. It differed from the 1977 examination

in one especially noteworthy respect. The December 1977 testing had been

nationwide in scope but decentralized in its conduct, using test papers

drawn up separately in each of China's Provinces. The 1978 examination,

however, was nationally Standardized, meaning that only one test paper

was drawn up for each of the subjects on the examination, and that all

candidates throughout China were confronted with exactly the same questions

in each subject field.

1 For a detailed account of the reasons for, and nature of, this

change, see Robert D. Barendsen, The Educational Revolution in China

(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973).

r
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This characteristic of the 197& examination--its emergence as a

single-text testing instrument used thruughovt the.country--appreciably
etihances its pedagogic°a1 significance and its importance as a topic

. 'meriting consideration in some detail. Indeed4 it would probably be no
exaggeration to say that analysis of the availahlt data related to this
examination may very.well provide the outside world Vith the most revealing
clva; :an hope to'obtaih regarding the content of the instructional':

r program'in'Cilina'os 10-year primary-secondary school system.at a time
cvhen the prodwts.--,af thaysystemare about to go abload in sizeable numbers
to continue-their education'.

,

..
!,'\

: Preparations for the Examination A

In April 1978, about 3 months before the exviliatiolayas scheduled to
be giveu, thé-kinistry of Education in Peking announced the compilation of
a "review outline" designed to assist candidates preparing to take che
examination. The outline was drawn up under the supervision of a special
committee established in the Ministry to-oversee.the examination process.

This outline, which was published in booklet form.and presumably
-widely distributed within the country, is in effect,a,syllabus reflecting
the scope of t,he material to.be covered in each of the%eight ubjects
(mathematics, physics, cuemistry, politics, history, zeuraphy..Chinese
language, and foreign language) in which tests were to be offered in the
examination. From the booklet a candidate.was ailLeAo discern ihe breadth
and depthmaterial he or she coulci, expect to be examined on in each
subject fio d. No sample questions were explicitly offered in the outline,
but many pos`ible queries were indicated through the considerable detail
in which the review guidelines were presented.

Throughout the late spring and early suMmer of .1978, as several million
rstudents prepared for the crucial examination, this booklet must have been
one of the most avidly read publications in the nation. Visitors to China
during the period reported seeing young people in noisy crowded places
assiduously perusing materials of this kind.

During this same period, a panel of educators was drawing up in final
form the examination that would be administered in July, end candidates
were Thing their formal applications to participate in the testing. There
were two basic requirements establishing an individual's eligibility to
take the examination: (1) Graduatien from a senior secondary (called
"senior middle" in China) school--i.e., successful completion of at least
9, or more commonly 10, years of primary-secondary schooling; and (2) an
age of under 30. There were, however, several exceptions to this general
rule. Applicants between 25 and 30 could qualify to take the exam even
though they did not have a middle school diploma, providing they were
adjudged to have attained an educational level equivalent to that of
senior middle graduates. Also senior middle school graduates of 1966
and 1967 were specifically made eligible to participate, even though
they might be slightly over 30 years old. Finally, students in senior

3



middle schools who had not yet graduated were al'. ,ed to take the exam
if they were recommended by their schools as beitig particularly out-
standing academically, and if the recommendation was approved by the
college recruitment authorities in their local jurisdictions.

,Conduct of the Examination

The examinatien itself was held simultaneously at testing centers
widely scattered throughout China during the 3-day period from
July 20 through July 22. Each candidate took tests in at least five of
the cight subjects offered, and many took six of the eight test-,. All

candidates were required to take the tests in three subjects--politics,
Chinese language, and mathematics; in addition, those candidates desiring
to specialize in college in scientific and technological fields took the
tests in both physics and chemistry, and those intending to specialize in
the social science and humanities fields took the tests in history and
geography; finally, all candidates except those who had nnt studied a
frreign,language were required to take a test in their choice of one of
seven languages (English, Russian, French, Gerwan, Japanese, Spanish, and

Arabic).

The tests were given according to the following schedule:

July 20 - 8:00 a.m.: Politics
- 2:30 p.m.: Physics, history

21 - 8:00 a.m.: Mathematics
- 2:30 p.m.: Chemistry, geography

22 - 8:00 a.m..: Chinese language
- 2:30 p.m.: Foreign language

Each of the, tests except the one ir -hinese language were designed to be
completed in 2 hours (the Chinese language test was designed for 21/2 hours),
but candidates were allowed an additional half-hour to finish each test if
they felt they needed this extra time. Thus each candidate was expected
to spend a minimum of 10½ hours (121/2 if he or she was taking a foreign

language test) in the examination room within the 3-day period.

The tests consisted of questions of varying complexity. Each question

was individually'value-weighted, and the total possible score on each subject

test was 100 points.

The overall scoring system for the examination as a whole yielded,

for each candidate, a single-figure tt, al score (e.g., 283, 347, 416, etc.).

This score represented the aggregate total points the examinee amassed on

five 100-point tests. For most candidates, the five tests on which the

overall score was based were politics, Chinese language, and mathematics

plus either physics and chemistry (for science/technology candidates) or

history and geography (for liberal arts, social science, and humanities

# candidates) . Thus for the great majority of examinees, the score

4



achieved on a foreign language test they might also have taken was not
comted in the basic 500-poin calculation, but was used "for reference
purposes only" (a phrase whot.e precise meaning in this context wa.c; not
clarified). Fer those candidates intending to specialize in the study
of foreign language, however, the score on the foreign language test
was counted in calculating their overall point total, and their score
on the mathematics test was used only "for reference purposes."

Information on hew many points an examinee had to achieve in order to
by successful in the examination is not entirely clear. Apparently the
"success" score varied, depending on the Provihce or municipality in which
tne candidate lived and tool. the exam. From the data available, it would
appear that the "cut-off" score varied in different areas from as low as
280 or so te as high as.perhaps 370. In general, it seems that in most
areas, in order to gain admittance as a full-time 'resident student to one
of the regular colleges or universities, a candidate had to gain a total
of at least 300 points out of 500 (or 60 percent). Indications were that
a total point score of 380 or more was likely to be needed to gain
acceptance by a major university. Evidently, there was ,no minimum
"passing" score on individual subject tests--i.e., ...if (for example) a
total score of 350 points was needed to be successful, an examinee could
score 70 points on each of three 'tests and 85 points on one test, and
could still qualify with a score of only 55 points on the fifth)test.

Only about 1 out of 20 candidates appears to have been successful in
the 1978 examination. In the fall of that year, China's state-run colleges
and universities enrolled some 290,000 new regular students, a figure which
represents about 5 percent of the 5.8 to 5.9 million candidates who had
taken'the college entrance examination.in July.

Specific Exam-Related Data Available for Analysis
A

Within several months following the July 1978 examination, a substantial
body of material directly related to the 'Content of that examination became
accessible to the outside world. Included in this data are (1) the full
text of the official "review outline" for the examination and (2) the texts
of the actual tests in six of the subjects offered in the examination--
politics, mathematics, physics, chemistry, history, and English language.2

The "review outline," in its original form in Chinese, is 41 pages long.
It consists of a one-page introductory section, followed by 40 pages of
material, organized in outline format, on the eight subject areas to be

Despite broadranging inquiries by the editor of this report, the
geography and Chinese language tests were not obtained. No attempt was
made to acquire the tests in the other six foreign languages offered.



covered in the examination. TI-e length of the sections on individual
subjects varies froA .114 pages (for foreign language) to 71/2 pages (for
physics).

The content of the outline is very informative. The sectinns on
mathematics, physics, and chemistry indicate the various subdivlsions
of these subjects included in the examination and the scope of the
requirements under each subdivision. Since the topics are discus,ed
in the universal language of the "exact science" subjects, the substance
of these sections will be readily.familiar to anyone knowledgeable in
these areas.'

The sectionsof the outline on the three social studies subjects
(politics, history, and geography), on the other hand, reflect the
particular way these subjects are treated in the contemporary Chinese
cultural and political context. This particularization of content goes

boyond the obvious emphasis on Chinese affairs--e.g., Chinese history and
the geography of China. The section on politics, for instance, devotes
considerable attention to Marxist theory, and the section on history
(which covers world history as well as Chinese history) provides a th;Ught-

provoking--and perhaps somewhat disturbing--capsulized summary, in outline
form, of the history of the modern world as it is seen from a Marxist-
Leninist viewpoint.

Another noteworthy feature of the social studies sections of the outline
is that they consist of two different types of statements. Mbst of the

material in these sections serves merely to identify a topic or aspect of

the subject that candidates should be prepared to discuss. But intermixed

with these "neutral" statements are a sizeable number of statements that
serve not only to alert the candidate to be prepared to discuss a certale

topic, but also to indicate the direction or orientation expected to be

followed in that discussion. For example, in quite a few instances the
outline, in the course of listing a topic (such as a political or historical

event), also suggests quite clearly and explicitly how that event should be

characterized or interpreted. A related point is that the outline sections

on politics and history--and even the section on geography--include several

passages that seem designed to ensure that specific characterizations of
certain foreign countries (especially the United States and the Soviet

Union) and their international policies will be adhered to in answering

questions.

The section of the outline devoted to foreign language studies is of

special interest to Americans because it cites the requirements in English

to illustrate the level of competence required in each foreiFn language

offered. In so doing it provides useful insights into the degree of

sophistication expected of Chinese students in handling written English.

The texts of the actual tests in the six subjects are all relatively

short, as one would expect from the fact that each test was designed to be

completed in 2 hours. In their original Chinese-language versions, the

6



total length of the six tests is only 16 pages; individual subject tests
vary from one page (for politics) to five pages in length (for English).

The format of these six tests requires little general comment here,
.as the tests are comparable in design to subject examinations given else-
where in the world. They include the customary variety of types of
questions--multiple-choice fill-in-the-blanks, essay-writing, problem-
solving, etc.

The content of the tests, consisting of the actual questions posed,
is of obvious significance in evaluating the level of competence expected
of Chinese college entrants. Having access to this body of information
enables one to "flesh out" the picture obtainable from a perusal of the
review outline. Whereas the syllabus-type outline provides the best
evidence of the full breadth of the material to be covered in the exami-

.nation, specific test questions can offer more precise evidence concerning
thc; depth in which the subject-matter must be mastered.

Full English translations of all of the above-mentioned Chinese data
are reproduced in part II of this report. It is this body of material
that constitutes the primary data base on which the subject-by-subject
evaluative commentaries have been undertaken.

Guidelines for the Commentaries

Each of the eight subject-matter specialists whose comments make up
part III of this report was given the portion of the 1978 "review outline"
pertaining to his or her field of specialization and also the actual test
in the relevant subject (where this latter information was available).
The data was supplied in both the original Chinese-language version and
in an English translation prepared by a United States Government
translation agency.

Each commentator was asked to ensure the overall accuracy and termi-
nological precision of the English translation of the 1978 materials in
his subject area, and to comment on the substance of that material from
the perspective of his specialized knowledge of the subject. Mbre specif-
ically, in preparing the evaluative part of his commentary each contributor
was requested to assess the "level of knowledge" (level of sophistication)
in the given subject area reflected in the 1978 Chinese materials, and
to compare it, as feasible, with the level of knowledge in that subject
area expected of students who have successfully completed a college-
preparatory course in an American high school and are thereby prospective
college entrants in the United States.

7



Although this assessment of the level of the 1978 Chinese materials
in relation to American standards was the main task assigned to the coin-

'. mentators, they were also asked to add an ancillary comparative dimension
to their comments. The background and rationale for this request lies
in the oft-repeated statements in Chinese sources during.1977 and 1978 to
the effect that academic standards in China's schools had declined in the
period since the Cultural Revolution began in 1966. In order to ascertain
if such a change would be reflected in a comparison of a current examination
syllabus with one for a pre-Cultural Revolution year, each comaentator was
also given the-relevant portion of the national college entrance examination
outline used in China in 1959, and was asked to compare the treatment of
the assigned subject in the 1978 outline with that of the samesubject in
the 1959 document.3 In using the 1959 outline for this comparison, it was
assumed that, since the firJt half of the 1960's was generally a.relatively
stable period in Chinese education marked by an emphasis on academic quality,
standards in Chinese schools immediately prior to the Cultural Revolution
were at least as high as they were in 1959.

It should be noted that all the participants in this project were
fully aware from the outset of the obvious complexities involved in eval-
uating the 1978 Chinese materials. Not only.does the discernment of the
level of sophistication represented by these materials require difficult
interpretative judgments, but the comparison of this level with prevailing
American standards in itsele,also poses manifestly complex problems.4

Furthermore, it was recognized by all concerned in the project that
the degree to which the various contributors could make a crosscultural
evaluation of the data would vary considerably from one subject to another.
In three subjects (mathematics, physics, and chemistry), where the subject
matter is essentially free from "culture-based" differentiation and the
subject is widely taught in American high schools, there is a potential

3
The exam outline for 1959 was used for this purpose because documents

of this kind for the years 1961 through 1965 were not available, whereas the
1959 outline was readily accessible in both the Chinese original and a full
English translation. Since it is easily available elsewhere, the English
translation of the 1959 document is not reproduced herein. Readers inter-

ested in perusing it may find the text in: American Consulate General,
Hong Kong, Current Background No. 587 (Aug. 17, 1959).

4
o minimize these latter problems, a speCal effort was made to

selec commentators on certain subjects (especially mathematics, physics,
and c.hemistry, but also history and geography) who, by virtue of their
professional activities and responsiLilities, could bring to this task
a substantial awareness of how these subjects are currently handled in

the American high school.
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opportunity for a really meaningful "level-assessment" of the Chinese data
and, in addition, for rather direct binational comparisons. In the other
subjects, where the substance and content of instruction under a given
subject label in China differs so greatly from what would be taught under
that label in an American high school, a level-assessment of the Chinese
data becomes more tenuous and binational comparisons must be largely
indirect and tentative.

Nevertheless, despite their limitations, assessments and comparisons
such as are undertaken in the subject-by-subject commentaries in part III
of this report not only are ot scholarly value but also constitute an
important element in one possible concrete approach to resolving a practical
problem. According to present plans, several thousand stwients from the
People's Republic of China are expected to come to the United States for
college-level training during the next few years. They must be placed in
appropriate programs in American institutions. In order to make relevant
placement decisions on their behalf, American college officials must
somehow acquire a basic understanding of the kind of instruction these
Chinese students have been exposed to in their precollege school days,
and particularly during their years in secondary ("middle") schools.

. In the absence of more =fined techniques for achieving this understanding,
the perusal of the Chinese documentary material reproduced in this report
and the evaluative commentaries on that material by a panel of American
subject-matter specialists may offer one of the best available means to
attain the necessary perspectives.
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PART II. TRANSLATIONS OF CHINESE MATERIALS

RELATED TO THE 1978 NATIONAL COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION

1. REVIEW OUTLINE FOR THE EXAMINATION
1

Explanation

To help examinees who Will participate in the 1978 college entrance
examination (especially employed workers and young people with broad
knowledge) to review, we have compiled this revieWoutline. The outline
includes eight subjects: Politics, language, mathematics, physics, chem-
istry, history, geography, and foreign language.

In view of the fact that teaching materials used in the nation's
middle schools are not uniform, that the courses of study offered in some
areas are not complete, and that the academic standard of the students in
various districts differs, when we compiled this outline we did so mainly
on the basis of the actual teaching conditions and the Werials used in
the majority of districts at the present time. At the same time we also
took into account the basic requirements of institutions of higher edu-
cation regarding new entering students. When reviewing according to this
outline, while emphasizing the establishment of a good foundation, the
examinee should also focus his attention on consolidating the basic know-
ledge learned in the past and improving his ability to analyze.and solve
problems, and should not try to guess what questions will be'asked, or
cram, or memorize. Our basic viewpoint is that through review the exam-
inee should improve on the foundation he already has.

Because this outline was compiled in haste, it is possible that it
is incomplete in some respects, but it can still serve as reference ma-
terial for teachers, tutors, and examinees.

The contents of this outline are not examination questions, but the
scope of the topics covered will not go beyond this outline.

1

Review Outline for the 1978 National College Entrance Examination,
compiled by the Ministry of Education, People's Republic of China. The
translation from the Chinese beginning immediately hereunder is based on
.the one in U.S. Joint Publications Research Service, Translations on
People's Republic of China No. 440 (July 11, 1978), pp. 1-35. "Commenta-
-tor's notes" and material in square brackets were added by the respective
subject commentator, identified in part III of this report.
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PoliticS

Requires of the candidate an elementary understanding of the basic
principles of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Tse-tung thought and a rudimentary
ability to apply the standpoint, viewpoint, and method of Marxism to the
analysis of practical problems and to criticism of the counterrevolution- !'
ary revisionist line of the "gang of four."*

General Knowledge of Dialectical Materialism

1. What is philosophy? What is Marxist philosophy?

11. Concerning dialectical materialism

The basic difference between materialism and idealism.

The two most prominent features of dialectical materialism.

The basic principles of dialectical materialism on the primacy
of material things and the secondary nature of consciousness.
Fostering of the good style of seeking truth from facts.

The dialectical relationship of the material and ideal. Re-
specting objective laws and fully developing man's obj.ective
activity.

Cite examples criticizing the idealism proclaimed by.the "gang
of four."

111. Concerning the epistemology of dialectical materialism

What is practice? What is knowledge? The dialectical relation-
ship of practice and knowledge. The position of practice is
the first and fundamental position of the ideal dialectical
materialism.

The dialectical relationship of perceptual knowledge and ra-
tional knowledge.

The law of knowledge "practice, knowledge; more practice, more
knowledge."

Characteristics of "left" and "right" opportunism in epistemology.

* Commentator's note: The "gang of four" are Chiang Ch'ing (Mao Tse-
tung's wife), Chang Ch'un-ch'iao, Yao Wen-yuan, and Wang Hung-wen. They
ro,ze to power and prominence through the Cultural Revolution, which started
in 1966, and remained influvrtia1 until they were arrested in October 1976.

12



IV. Concerning materialist dialectics

Fundamental difference between materialist dialectics and meta-
physics.

The law of opposites is a fundamental law of the universe.

What is an internal factor? What is an external factor? Use
facts to explain the dialectical relationship of internal
factors and external factors.

What is universality of contradiction? What is the par-
ticularity of contradiction? The relationship of the
universality of contradiction and the particularity of
contradiction. The importance of concrete questions and
concrete analysis.

What it principal contradiction? What is secondary contra-
diction? The significance of grasping contradiction. What
is the principal contradiction aspect? What is the second-
ary contradiction aspect? Cite examples to explain the
mutual transformation of the principal contradiction aspect
and the secondary contradiction aspect under certain con-
ditions.

What is the unity of contradiction? What is the struggle of
contradiction? What is the relationship of the unity of
contradiction and the struggle of contradiction?

Cite examples criticizing the nonsense of the metaphysics pro-
claimed by the "gang of four."-

Brief History of Social Development

I. Some basic positions of historical materialism

Productive forces, productive relations,and their mutual rela-
tionship. Economic foundation, the superstructure,and their
mutual relations. The basic contradictions of society are
the basic cause of social development.

Class st.ruggle is the motive force of the development of a
class society.

The masses are the creators of history.

II. Primitive society

Labor created man.

13



The relationship.of productjve forces and productive rela-
tions in primitive society.

The development of productive forces and the emergence of
private ownership; the appearance of class and state.

III. Slave society, feudal society, capitalist society

The special features and basic contradictions of productive
relations in the slave system, feudal system, and capitalist
system and their manifestations in class relations. The

proletariat is the gravedigger of capitalism. Capitalism
must perish, socialism must be victorious.

Fundamental characteristics of imperialism. Imperialism is

the eve of socialist revolution.

IV. Socialist society and communist society

Basic features of socialist productive relations. "From each

according to his ability,'to each according to his work" is
the distributive principle of socialism. Basic contradic-
tions in socialist society. Class and class struggle in
socialist society. Socialism is the eradication'of class.

Human society must march towards communism.

General Knowledge of Scientific Socialism

1. The proletariat and its political party

The proletariat is the most progressive and promising class
in history. The Chinese Troletariat is the leading class
of the revolution.

The historical mission of the proletariat.

The Communist Party is the vanguard and the battle headquarters
of the proletariat.

The theoretical foundation guiding our thought is Marxism-

Leninism.

To ever hold high and resolutely defend the great banner of
Chairman Mao is a basic guarantee of our people uniting in
struggle to carry out the proletarian revolution.

14
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II. The proletariat's revolLtionary allied army

The laboring peasants are the proletariat's most reliable
allied army. The alliance of workers and peasants is the
foundation of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

The united front of the rovolution.

Ill. .Proletarian reyolution

The basic question of proletarian revolution is the question
of state political power.

Violent revolution is a universal law af praketarian revolu-
tion.

IV. Dictatorship of the proletariat

The proletariat must smash the old state machinery.

The dictatorship of the proletariat is the continuation of
class struggle in a new form. The dictatorship of the pro-
letariat is a necessary stage in the history of all.socialism.

The people are masters of the state.

The correct distinction between, and handling of, contradic-
tions between the enemy and ourselves and internal contra-

.

dictions among the people. Carrying out democracy with re-
g'ard to the people, carrying out dictatorship with regard to
the enemy. Carrying out the system of democratic centralism
among the people.

The basic mission of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

V. Continuing revolution under the dictatorship of the proetariat

Chairman Mao's theories with regard to the continuing revolu-
tion under the dictatorship of the proletariat are an impor-
tant development of Marxism-Leninism.

The transition from capitalism to communism is a relatively
long historical stage.

The objective of continuing revolution. Criticize the "gang
of four's" counterrevolutionary political program.

Continuous resolution of the contradictions between superstruc-
tures and economic base and the contradictions between pro-
ductive relations and productive forces. Consolidating and
developing the economic base of socialism and high speed
development of society's productive forces.
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The great significance of realizing the four great moderniza-
tions* of socialism with regard to consolidating socialism's
political and economic system and protecting against a res-
toration of capitalism.

The.historical mis'sion of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

VI. Firmly maintain Marxism-Leninism and oppose revisionism

Revisionism is a bourgeois ideological tide.

How modern revisionism as represented by the Soviet revisionist
rebel clique betrayed proletarian revolution and the dicta-
torship of the proletariat.

The important significance of opposing modern revisionism as
represented by the Soviet revisionist rebel clique.

VII. Firmly maintain proletarian internationalism

The basis and significance of a tripartite division of the.
world.

The Soviet Union and the United States are the collective
enemy of all the world's people.

The important significance of creating an international united
front.

General Knowledge of the Chinese Revolution and Construction

1. The new.democratic revolution by the Chinese Communist Party

The nature of, and important contradictions within, the society
of old China. The nature,..objective, motive power, and
future of the Chinese revolution.

The birth of the Chinese Communist Party [1921] and its histor-
ical significance.

The danger of Ch'en Tu-hsiu's rightist opportunist line.

* Commentator's note: The "four great modernizations" that are the
objective of the present PRC leadership are the modernizations of industry,
apiculture, science and technology, and national defense.
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The Nan-ch'ang Uprising. The Autumn Harvest Uprising. The
Canton Uprising.* The creation of the Chingkangshan
peasant revolutionary base and its enormous significance.

The danger of Wang Mines "left" opportunist line. The great
significance of the Tsunyi conference [1935].

The three great magic weapons of the new democratic revolution.

The socialist revolution and soCialist construction led by the Chinese
Communist Party

The basic conclusion of the new democratic revolution signaled
by the establishment of the People's Republic of China and
the beginning of the socialist revolution. Important do-
mestic contradictions in the socialist period. Five great
movements in the period of national economic recovery.

The content and essence of thk, general line during the Party's
transitional period.

The basic direction of socialist revolution and socialist
construction pointed out by Chairman Mao in his "On the
Ten Great Relationships" [1956].

Chairman Mao's "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions
Among the People" [1957] established the theoretical foun-
dations for continuing revolution under the dictatorship of
the proletariat. The need to carry out socialist revolution
on the ideological front after the socialist revolution in
the ownership system of productive resources is basically
complete.

The Party's general line on socialist construction. The general
direction for the development of the national economy.

The Party's basic line in the historical stage of socialism.

The nature of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. The
enormous significance of smashing the three bourgeois head-
quarters of Liu Shao-ch'i, Piao, and the "gang of four."
The basic principle of the "Three Do's'and Three Don'ts."**

* Commentator's note: The three uprisings mentioned here were abo4ive
Communist-led revolts against'Kuomintang forces.in 1927.

**Commentator's note: The "Three Do's and Three Don'ts" refers to a
guideline instruction issued by Mao Tse-tungduring the Cultural Revolu-
tion: Practice Marxism, not revisionism; unite, don't split; be open and
above board, don't intrigue and conspire.
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The central question of our Party's struggle with the "gang
of four's" anti-Party clique. The extreme rightist essence
of the "gang of four's" counterrevolutionary revisionist
line and its manifestations. The characteristics of the
eleventh line struggle within the Party in theory.

The Party's "Eleventh Congress" [1977] line. The general
mission of China's socialist revolution and construction
in the new period.

The guiding thought of the new Constitution passed by the
Fifth National People's Congress [1978].

Contemporary'Politics

The important international and domestic po.litical events of the
past year.



Language [Chinese]

When reviewing language lessons, the examinee-should keep an eye on
improving his reading and writing ability. So that in'the short period
before the examinations the examinee can have a certain degree of im-
provement, we propose some specific demands with regard to reading and
writing ability. On the basis of these requirements, the student should
select from the local district language materials a certain number of
lessons as the central focus of his review and also should use those
lessons as models for practicing his writing. When choosing lessons,
the examinee should pay attention to [the following points:] (1) in-
cluding each kind of commonly read text; (2) examples from literary
Chinese should occupy a suitable proportion [of the whole]..

Reading

Require that the examinee when reading colloquial.style writings:

1. Be able to understand with accuracy thammeaning of commonly
used terms and expressions.

2. 'Be able to see the basic structure of comparatively long
and structurally complex sentences and understand correctly
the meaning of the sentence.

3. Be able to understand the organization and sequence of an
essay and the logical connections between each part.

.4. Be able to determine the central thought (i.e., topic) of
an essay.

5. Be able to perceive the special qualities in the writing
style of an essay.

6. Be able in an important work to connect the temporal back-
ground of the essay and the writer's life and thought.to
the understanding of its thought content and social signif-
icance.

With regard to literary Chinese the specific requirements are:

1. To have an elementary command of the most important basic
sentence forms in the old literary Chinese, especially
those that are different from the contemporary language.

2. Understand the functions of the most commonly used literary
particles and know what particles in the contemporary, lan-
guage are the same as or close to these liteirary particles.
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3. Undeettand the meaning of the most commonly.used literary
words and phfases.

kik

,

,

4. Understand the temporal backgrou d of a work and-the
.

author's life and thought Lo as to be able to distin-
guish the work's poiitive significancq and negative
factors. .

4
Writing f

Require that the examinee be able to use his own words to rela-
tively correctly describe a thing, record an event, explain something,
and express feelings. Specifically: . N

1. Regafdless of what is written, it should have substance .
and the facts should be correct. This is an important
issue having relevance for literary style. We should
oppose empty words and lies and eradicate the pernieious
influence of the "gang of four's" eight-jegged essay.

2. The central thought of fhe essay should be clear and
should have positive significance;

3. One sSould learn to write relatively accurately. Whether
describing a thing, narrating an event, or explaining a
principle, one should strive to reflect objective practice
accurately.

4. Writing should be clear and lucid. One should know how
to revise, know what should and should not be written,
what should be taken as the central point to be set
forth in detail, and what need only be stated briefly.
Pay attention to the order of the writing, what should
be said first and what said last, what should be in one
place and what should be split up. Everything should

be arranged suitably. One should learn appropriate
paragraphing, for the division of writing into paragraphs
reflects the sequence in exposition.

S. Be able to select appropriate terms to express one's
thought and'not pile up verbiage or fabricate terms.
Sentence structure should be grammatical, use of particles
appropriate, and language faults kept ,to a minimum. Pay

attention to the way characters should be written, keeping
erroneously written characters to a minimum. Pay atten-

tion to correct use of punctuation marks.
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Mathematics

This outline is divided into three parts: .Algebra, geometry,land
trigonometry. When reviewing, one should pay attention to the inter-
relationship of the knowledge in the various sections and their com-
bined applications. Especially emphasize [in your studies] the foster-
ing of basic ability, the learning of basic knowledge, and the cultiva-
tion of a facility for logical thought. In view of the current actual
situation regarding mathematics in various areas of the country, we have
not, for the time being, included [in the scope of the outline] inverse
trigonometric functions, complex numbers, permutations and combinations,
parametric equations, and limits.

Algebra

1. Real Numbers

1. Understand the concept of rational number; have an elementary
understanding of irrational number and the classification of
real numbers.

2 Correctly understand the concept of absolute value and know
how to compare the magnitude of rational numbers and be able
to express rational numbers on a number line.

3. Have a command of operations with rational numbers and accur-
ately perform the four operations with whole numbers, fractions,
'decimals, and positive and negative numbers.

2. Polynomial and rational expressions

I Accurately combine similar terms and carry out addition and
subtraction on polynomials.

2. Be famiLiar with operations involving powers and be able to
multiply monomials and polynomials.

3. Remember and apply the following multiplication formulas:

(a + b)- = a2 + 2ab + b2

(a + b) (a - b) = a
2

- b
2

(a + b) (a- + ab + b
2

) = a
3

+ b
37

4. Be able to simplify rational expre9sions and combine terms by
the use of a common denominator.

5. Accurately carry out the four operations with rational expres-
sions.
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3. Square root

1. Understand the definition of the square root of a positive
number and be able to compute square roots.

2. Have a command .of the properties of square roots and be able
to use them in simplifying expressions involving square roots
and rationalizing denominators.

3. Be able to accurately perform operations on expressions in-
volving square roots.

4. Factoring

Have a good command of the following methods of factoring: By
factoring common terms, by using special formulas, and by
cross multiplying. Also kaow how to regroup terms in order
to factor.

5. Equations

1. Understand the related concepts of linear equations in one
variable, quadratic equations in one variable, and linear
equations in two variables.

2. Be able to solve linear equations in one variable.

3. Be able to apply methods of elimination (by substitution, by
addition and subtraction) to solve systems of first degree
equations in two variables. Also be able to solve systems
of first degree equations in three variables.

4. Skillfully solve quadratic equations by using the quadratic
formula and by factorization. Also know the method of com-
pleting squares.

5. Have an understanding of the discriminant of quadratic equations
in one variable. Know the relationship between roots and co-
efficients.

6. Know how to solve equations involving rational expressions by
reducing them to first degree equations in pne variable or
quadratic equations in one variable.

7. Know how to solve applied problems related to the above equations
or systems of equations.

6. Inequalities

Understand the nellre of inequality and th able to] solve first
degree inequalities in one variable.
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7. Exponents and logarithms

1. Know the definition of positive exponents, zero exponents,
fractional exponents, and negative exponents and be able to
carry out operations using exponents.

2. Know the definition, the properties, and rules of logarithms.
Also [be able] to use common logarithms in solving related
problems.

3. Understand the formula for changing bases of logarithms.

8. Functions and their graphing

1. Understand concepts related to functions and be able to find
the domain of a simple function.

2. Be familiar with the folJowing functions' nature and graphing:
Direct proportionality function; inverse proportionality func-
tion; first degree functions; second degree functions; expo-
nential functions and logarithmic functions.

9. Progressions

Understand the formulas for the general term of an arithmetic pro-
gression and a geometric progression and the formula for the sum
of the first n terms [of the progressions].

Geometry

1. Basic knowledge of plane geometry

1. Understand the basic concepts of line segment, ray, straight
line, intersecting lines, angles, and systems of angular
measurement.

2. Understand the concept and nature of parallel lines and the
theorems concerning parallelism.

2. Triangles

1. Understand [the properties of the] interior angles of a triangle
and the nature of external angles.

2. Understand the theorem that proves the congruence of triangles
and know how to construct a triangle with known properties.

3. Know the theorem that proves the congruence of right-angled
triangles and the Pythagorean Theorem.
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4. [Understand] the nature of an isosceles triangle and the
theorems involving isosceles triangles.

5. Know the nature of the perpendicular bisector of a line
segment and the bisector of an angle and be able to use
a ruler and compass to construct angle bisectors, medians,
and altitudes of a triangle.

6. Know the theorem on parallel lines and proportional segments
and the properties and theorems related to proportion.

7. Know the nature of similar tr.4angles and the theorems for
determining similarity.

3. Quadrilaterals

1. Understand the concept and properties of a parallelogram and the
theorems involving them, and the basic properties of special
parallelograms.

2. Understand and use the concept and nature of the trapezoid.

3. Be able to calculate the area of a triangle, a parallelogram,
and a trapezoid.

4. Circles

1. Be able to construct a circle through three given points.

2. Understand the concept of measuring angles in degrees and in
radians and the relationship between the two [systems].

3. Understand the relationship of central angle, diameter, and
radius.

4. Understand the properties of chord, arc, diameter, central angle,
and inscribed angle.

5. [By construction] be able to divide the circumference of a circle
into four, five, and six equal parts.

6. Understand the nature and determination of a tangent and the
theorem on the length of a tangent [drawn from a given point
outside of the circle] and know how to construct a tangent to
a circle from a point outside of the circle.

7. Understand the positional relationship of two circles.

8. Understand the length of an arc and the formula for calculating
the area of a sector and a segment.
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5. Solid Geometry

1. Understand the positional relationship in space of two straight
lines, a straight line and a plane, and a plane and a plane.

2. Be able to use the appropriate formulas to find the surface
area and volume of a cylinder, a cone, a frustum, and a sphere.

6. Plane analytic geometry.

1. Understand the relationship of a point on a plane and coordinates.

2. Understand the formula for the distance between two points, and
the formula for locating the midpoint [of a line segment].

3: Understand the correspondence relationship between curves and
their equations.

4. Correctly understand the concepts of the angle of inclination
and slope of a straight line.

5. Understand the various formulas for straight lines and the geo-
metrical significance of their coefficients and constants.

6. Uhderstand the use of the formula for slope of a straight line
in determining parallelism and perpendicularity [between lines].

7. Understand'the definition and standard equations of circles and
parabolas and their shapes.

8. Understand the definition, standard equations, and shape of
ellipses and hyperbolas..

Trigonometry

1. Trigonometric'functions of an acute angle

1. Understand the definition of the trigonometric functions of an
acute anDe and the value of the trigonometric functions of
special angles.*

2. Know how to solve a right angle triangle and its application.

* Commentator's note: Other available Chinese math materials
indicate that the "special angles" referred to here are the following:

iT
IT 311 , and 211 radians.7r

6 4 3 2 2
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2. Trigonometric functions of any angle

1. Understand the definition of the trigonometric functions of
any angle and their reduction formulas.

2. Understand the basic nature of sine and cosine and their
graphs. Understand the basic nature of tangent and its graph.

3. Know the law of sines and the law of cosines and be able to
use them to solve problems.

3. Trigonometric formulas

1. Understand the relationship between the trigonometric functions
of the same angle and the relationship.between trigonometric
functions of complementary angles.

2. Understand the formulas involving trigonometric functions of
the sum of two angles, the difference of two angles, multiples
of an angle and half angles.



physics,

Concerning the contents of this outline, the examinee should pay

attention tc the following points:

1. Understand the conditions of production and process of change

in physical phenomena.

2. Understand the main purpose and correct use of reievant

instruments in physics experiments.

3. Emphasize understanding of the concepts of physics; be able

to correctly apply units of physical measurement.

4. With regard to physics formulas, understand their significance,

be clear about the scope and conditions of their use, and be

able to handle with ease their written expressions and mathe-

matical calculations.

/".
5. Understand the interrelationship of the material in the various

sections [below] and be able to use it systematically. 4

Mechanics

I. Force

1. Understand the concept of force and force vectors (3 vector and

graphic representation); have a command of units of force and

the conversion relationship.

2. Understand the concepts of gravity and center of gravity; have

a command of the definition of specific gravity and its units.
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3. Understand the concept of elastic force; understand Hooke's

Law (F = Ka) and its use; know how to use the spring balance.

4. Understand the concepts of static friction, sliding friction,

and rolling friction and be able to calculate the force of

rolling friction.

II. Equilibrium of matter

1. Understand the concepts of resultant force and component force;

understand the law of the parallelogram of fOrce and be able

to calculate resultant force and component force.

2. Understand the concept of equilibrium of force and the con-

dition of local equilibrium of force.

3. Coirectly understand the concept of moment of force; understand

the conditions of equilibrium of matter with a fixed axis.

4. Understand the characteristics and use of the simple machines:

lever, wheel and axle, fixed pulley, and movable pulley.

III. Kinematics

1. Understand the relativity of motion and rest.

2. Understand the characteristics of uniform linear motion and the

concept of velocity and know the units of velocity.

3. Understand the concepts of average velocity and instantaneous

velocity; be able to use the formula for average velocity 17r = .

4. Correctly understand the concept of acceleration, knoW the units

of acceleration; know the characteristics of variable linear

motion and the use of the formula.
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S. Understand the concept of acceleration of gravity and know how

to use the formulas for movement of a free falling body and for

the motion cif a body thrown upwards.

IV. Kinetics

1. Understand the concepts of Newton's First Law and inertia; be

able to explain simple inertia.

2. Understand the concept of mass and its units, understand the

relationships and differences of mass and weight, and know how

to use scales to measure the weight of a body.

3. Know Newton's Second Law and its applications; understand the

system of meter/kilogram/second and the system of centimeter/

gram/second.

4. Correctly understand ana be able to use Newton's Third Law and

be able to analyze the active force and reactive force between

bodies.

5. Be able correctly and skillfully to analyze the situation of an

object subjected to force and to draw a diagram of an object

subjected to force; know the method for solving a simple

isolated body.

6. Understand the significance of the concept and the formula for

momentum F =
mv-mv

0, .; have a skillful command of the law of

conservation of momentum and understand recoil and its use.

V. Work and energy

1. Understand the concept of work; know the use of the formula

A FScosa and the units of physical measure in the formula.
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2. Understand the concept of power; know the calculation for power

and its units.

3. Understand the concepts of energy, kinetic energy, and gravi-

tatiónal potential energy and have a skillful command of the

uses of the formula for.kinetic energy and gravitational poten-

tial energy.

4. Have a skillful command of transformation of mechanical eneigy

and the law of conservation and the conditions of their appli-

cation.

.5. Know the significance for physics of efficiency of machines and

methods of calculation.

b. Understand the relationships and differences of work and

energy. Have a skillful command of the principle of function:

A
m.

- A
R

= (1/2mv
2

- Ilmv
2

) + (mgh
2

- mgh
1
).

2 1

VI. Curvilinear motionTuniversal gravitation

1. Understand the conditions for an object to be in curvilinear

motion.

2. Understand the synthesis and decomposition of velocity; have a

command of the characteristics of the motion of a body thrown

levelly and the law of motion.

3. Understand the concepts of uniform circular motion, angular

velocity, and linear velocity and know the use of the formulas:

w (/) = 2nn and v = wR = 2nRn.
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4. Understand the meaning of centripetal acceleration and centripetal
force and know how to use the formulas:

v2- mv2
a = 9

F = mw2R. Understand the principle of
centrifu 1 machines (centrifugal pump.and centrifugal governor).

5. Know the law of universal gravitation; understand the reasons
for changes in Weight of an object on the earth's surface.

6. Know how to calculate primary astronautiaal speed and under-
"(stand the meaning of secondary and teMary astronautical

speed.
)

VII. Oscillation and waves

1. Understand the concept of oscillation and have a command of ihe

significance for physics of the concepts of oscillation amplitude,
period, and frequency.

2. Understand the tharacteristics of simple harmonic oscillation

and know how to use the formula for oscillation of a simple

pendulum (T = 211:17 ); be able to use a pendulum to determine

acceleration of gravity.

3. Understand the phenomenon of resonance.

4. Understand the concept of waves; know the signiiicancefor

physics of the concepts of wave length, wave velocity, and

frequency and the relationship.between them; understand the

characteristics of transverse waves and longitudinal waves.

VIII. Fluid statics

1. Understand the concept of fluid pressure, know.thd physical

significance and ise of the formula P = hd, and know the units

of pressure.
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2. Understand Pascal's 11.(the taw that pressure is distributed

within a fluid); understand the operational principle of a

hydraulic press.

3. Understand the concept of buoyancy; know Archimedes' principle

and its use. Understand the principle of the hydrometer.

4. Understand the concept of atmospheric pressure; understand

Torricelli's experiment; know the numerical value of

standard atmospheric pressure.

Heat

3

I. Heat and heat expansion

1. Understand the concept of temperature; know the relationship

between Celsius scale and absolute scale.

2. Understand the concept of heat and know the units of heat.

3. Understand the concept of combustion and value of fuels.

4. Understand specific heat and its unitz; have a skillful command

of the formula Q = cm(t2 - t1) and the use of the heat equili-

brium equation.

5. Understand the phenomenon of a body's expansion when heated

and contraction when cooled; know the significance and use of

the formula L L
0
(1 + ut).

II. Change of states

4. Understand the concepts of 6sion, solidification, melting point,

and heat of fusion and know how to use the formula Q = Am.
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2. Underttand the concepts of evaporation, boiling, boiling point,

heat of vaporization, and liquification and know how to use the

formula Q = Lm

III. Energy exchange and the law of'conservation

1. Understand the significance and use of the mechanical equivalence

of heat J = 4.18 joules/calorie (or 427 kilogram-meters/kilo-

calorie).

2. Understand the exchange of energy and the law of conservation

of energy.

3. Understand the operational principle of the internal combustion

engime and the efficiency of heat engines.

IV. The law of gases and the gas phase equation

1. Have a command of the law of transformation of equal temperature

and equal pressure of a gas (Boyle-Mariotte's law, Gay-Lussac's

law).

2. Know how to use skillfully the equation of an ideal gas state:
P

1
V

1
P
2
V
2

T
1

T
2

Electricity

I. Electrical field

1. Understand the concepis of positive charge and negative charge,

conductors, and insulators.

2. know the use of Coulomb's Law in a vacuum and units of voltage.
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3. Understand the basic concept of electrical field and understand

the significance of intensity bf am electiical field andFknow

the definition of intensity of an electrical field (E = ) and
its units.

4. Understand the significance of potential and know the defini-

tion of potential (U = and its units.

5. Understand difference of electrical potential (voltage) and

know how to use'the formula A = q(Ua - Ub)

6. 1In4erstand the concepts of electric lines of force and elecL

trical field of uniform intensity. Know ',he relationship of

the difference of electrical potential in an electric field

of uniform intensity and the intensity of an electrical field

(V . Ed).

7. Understand the concept of the charge capacity of a condenser;

know the definition of capacitance (C = and its,units;

understand what factors are related to the capacitance of

parallel-plate condensers.,

U. Direct current

1. Understand the conditions which produce direct current; know

the definition of intensity of a direct current and its units.

2. Know the ways to use an ammeter and voltmeter.

3. Understand the concept of resistance and'know the use of the

units of resistance and the law of resistance R = p-- and the

ways to use a sliding line rheostat.

4. Have a skillful command of the use of a parallel circuit Ohm's

Law.
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.5. Have a skillful command of the chaiacteristics of geries

circuits and parallel circuits and the use of their formulas;

know the calculation of a simple compound circuit.

6. Understand the significance of electricity and electric power.

Know the formulas for electricity and.electric power.

7. Understand the heat effect of electric current; know how to

use Joule-Lenz's law.

8. Understand the concept of electromotive force of an electrical

source and how to apply Ohm's law to a complete circuit.

9. Understand the inflr nce Of resistance in an electric source

on the voltage at the end of the circuit and know the charac-

teristics of variation in the end voltage in a circuit from

resistance from outside the circuit.

10. Know how to calculate the electromotive force and internal

resistance of n batteries hooked up in series and in parallel.

11. Understand the concepts of partial circuit and partial voltage

and know the methods and calculations for broad measurements

with the ammeter and voltmeter.

111. Magnetic field

I. Understand the concepts of interaction of a magnetic body and

magnetic poles, magnetic field, and magnetic lines of force.

2. Understand the magnetic field that surrounds an electric

current and know the law of the right-hand screw.
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3. Understand the function.of magnetic field with regard to a

wire carrying an electric current, understand the concept of

/ the intensity of induction in a magnetic'field, and know the

units of intensity of induction in a magnetic field.

4. Understand the COncept of magnetic flux and its units.

5. Know the application of formulas for the activity of an electric

current in a magnetic field and know how to use the left-hand

principle.

6. Understand the rotational phenomenon of an electrified coil in

a magnetic field and the simple principle of electromagnetic

instruments.

IV. Electromagnetic induction

1. Understand the phonomenon of electromagnetic induction; know

the conditions which produce or induce an electric current.

Know Lenz's law and the right-hand principle.

2. Understand the concept of an induced electromotive force; know

Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction (e = ) and the

use of the formula e = Blvsina (in this formula e = volts;

B = Webers/meter
2

, L = meters,and v = meters/second).

3. Understand the phenomenon of self-induction.

4. Understand the principle of the alternating current electric

motor and the characteristics of alternating current; know the

concepts of period, frequency, highest value, and effective

value.
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5. Understand the principle and function of thel transformer and

know the formulas of a transformer = 1 and
V2 n2

1
1 1

12 n2

Optics

1. Know the characteristics and use of the law of reflection and

mirror image.

2. Know the lam of refraction and the use of the formula for a
1 1 1

lens image + ; be able to draw a diagram of the raysu v f

of light from a convex lens; be able to determine whether the

image is virtual or real, right side up or upside down, and

larger or smaller.

3. Understand the chromatic dispersion of light through a prism.

Nuclear physics

1. Understand the composition of the nucleus.

2. Understand naeural radiation and artificial changes.

3. Understand the concepts of nuclear fission and fusion and the

use of atomic energy.
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Chemistry

Requirements:

1. Correct understanding and use of the basic concepts and
theories of chemistry.

2. Skillful command of basic calculations of chemistry.

3. Familiarity with the nature,. manufacture and applications of
some common elements and compounds.

4. Elementary rummand of basic operation of a chemisty laboratory.

5. General understanding of basic knowledge of organic chemistry.

I. Basic concepts

Chemical change, physical change.

Pure substances, mixture.

Molecules, atoms, elements, simple substances, compounds.

Atomic weight and molecular weight.

Chemical symbols for common elements and their important com-
bining valences and their radicals. Molecular formulas.

The law of conservation of matter. The balancing, writing,
and significance of chemical equations.

Gram molecule, gram atom, gram equivalent. The volume of a
gram molecule of a gas.

Solutions, solute, and solvent. Dissolution and crystallization.

Saturated solution, non-saturated solution. Solubility.

Acid, base, salt (true salt, acid salt), and oxide (acid oxide,
basic oxide, amphoteric oxide).

Neutral reaction, indicator (litmus, phenolphthalein), pH value.

Four kinds of chemical reaction (combination, decomposition,
displacement, double decomposition).

The essence of oxidation reduction reactions, oxidizer, reducer,
the direction and number of electron transfer.

Catalyst, catalysis.
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II. Basic ttieory

1. Atomic structure and molecular formation:

Composition of atoms.

Relationship of atomic number, nuclear charge, proton number,
-,and number of electrons outside the nucleus.

The law of distribution of ectrons outside the nucleus. Use
the chart of atomic structure to show the atomic structure
and electron structure of the main group of elements before
number 36. The characteristics of lazy elements' atomic
structure.

The concept and types of chemical bond (electron bond and co-
valent bond). Use the electron to demonstrate the structure
of a molecule. Polar molecules and non-polar molecules.

2. Periodic law and periodic table of elements:

Periodic law. Use the theory of atomic structure to explain
the elements from 1 to 20 and the nature and law of varia-
tion of their compounds (maximum value oxides and their
hydroxides; acidity and alkalinity; the stability of gas
phase hydrides and valence of elements).

The structure of long type period table; short period and long
period, main group and subgroup.

Discuss the position of an element in the periodic table on
the basis of atomic structure:

Why, within the same period, following the increase of
' the number of the nuclear charge, the metallicity of

each element weakens and the non-metallicity grows
stronger.

Why, within the same group, with the increase of the
nuclear charge the metallicity strengthens and the
non-metallicity weakens.

Explain, on the basis of the arrangement and number of electrons
outside the nucleus of an element, the properties of the
element and its position by group in the periodic table.

3. Ionization theory:

Electrolytes and non-electrolytes, strong electrolytes and weak
electrolytes. The electrolytic proces of strong and weak
electrolytes and the electrolytic equation. Use the concept
of electrolytes to explain acids, bases, and salts.
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The electrolytic reaction of acids, bases, and salts in solu-
tion and the condition tending toward completion of the
electrolytic reaction; [be able to] write out the electro-
lytic equation.

Summarize illustrative command of salts (salts made up of
strong acid-weak base, strong base-weak acid, and strong
acid-strong base); the law of hydrolysis and the electron
equation of hydrolysis.

The principle of electrolytic reaction of an aqueous solution
of table salt. ,The distinction between icnization and elec-
trolysis.

4. Chemical balance:

Chemical balance. The shift of chemical balance. Conditions
that influence the shift of chemical balance (temperature,
pressure, and concentration).

Be able to apply the speed of a chemical reaction and the
principle of chemical balance to choose the favorable
conditions for synthesizing ammonia.

III. Basic calculations

1. Use molecular formulas to calculate molecular weight and the
w,..tight percentage of an element in a compound.

2. Calculate the concentration of a solution: Concentration by
weight, concentration by gram molecules, and concentration
by equivalent weight; be able to convert among them.

3. Use chemical equations to calculate the weight of a substance
and the volume of a gaseous substance under standard condi-
tions (incauding the use of the concepts of gram atom, gram
molecule, and gram molecular volume).

4. Calculations relevant to industrial production (the actual
weights of various raw materials and products).

IV. Basic empirical skills

1. Know the commonly used equipment of chemical testing and its
important applications: Test tube, flask, glass rod, evapor-
ation dish, funnel, alcohol lamp, graduate, thermometer,
medicine spoon, tray scales, asbestos mesh, metal stand, metal
ring, metal tweezers.

2. Basic operation of a chemical experiment:
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Laboratory preparation and differentiation of H1, 02, C12, and
CO2' dilution of concentrated sulfuric aci4.

Preparation of a solution with a specific concentration by
weight.

Purification of table salt (including medicinal use, solution,
heating, filtering, evaporation, crystallization).

2- 2-3 Differentiation of several types of ions: Cl-, SO3 , SO4 ,

NH
4 '

V. Basic knowledge of elements and compounds

1. Nature and basic uses of oxygen, hydrogen, and chlorine.

2.. The nature and ,basic uses of.hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid,
and nitric acid.

3. Industrial preparation, nature, and uses of caustic soda.

4. Important nature and uses of sodium carbonate.

S. Acids, bases, and salts and the mutual reactions of oxides (in-
cluding metals and non-metals) and the succession of metal ac-
tivity.

6. Chemical fertilizers (nitrogen fertilizer, phosphate fertilizer,
potassium fertilizer), their constituents, and properties.

7. The nature of aluminum and iron, the basic principles of re-
fining iron and aluminum, the two natures of aluminum oxide.

VI. Basic knowledge of organic chemistry

1. The distinction between organic and inorganic compounds. The
nomenclature of simple organic compounds.

2. Hydrocarbons:

The concepts of hydrocarbon, hydrocarbon radical, homologs, and
isomers; the composition, structure (including structural
reduction) of alkyl hydrides, olefines, alkyne hydrides, and
aromatic hydrocarbons and their collective and individual
characteristics in chemical nature.

The important characteristics, use, and laboratory preparation
of methyl hydride, ethylene, acetylene and the characteristics
and use of benzene.
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.3. Derivatives of hydrocarbons:

The structure, nature, and important uses of ethyl alcohol,-

*formaldehyde, acetic acid, ethyl acetate, and phenol.

4: The composition, fractional distillation, and products of .

petroleum.
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.-History

When reviewing history lessons, the examinee is expected to have acommand of basic history knowledge,-understand the important events and
historical personalities of Chinese and world history, understand thebasic pattern of.historical development, and be able to begin to use thebasic viewpoint of historical materialism to observe and analyze problems.

Ancient Chinese History

J. Primitive society

1: "Peking Man."

.2. 'The public ownership system of the clan commune.

3. The gradual disintegration of the clan commune system.

II. Slaveowning society

I. The earliest slaveowning state: Hsia

2. The development of the Shang dynasty slaVeowning system.
Bronze,vessels. Oracle bone script.

3. The enfeoffment system and well-field-system of Western Chou.

4. Gradual disintegration of the slaveowning system in the Spring
and Autumn period: the ruin of the well-field system. Slave
uprisings.

Feudal society

1. The Warring States, Ch'in and Han periods.

"The Seven Powers of the Warring States." The Shang Yang
'reform. "A hundred schools contend." The great poet
Ch'u Yuan. The establishment of a uriified, multi-ethnic
feudal state. Consolidation measures of Ch'in-Shih-
huang-ti.

The Great Wall.

The first peasant uprising led by Ch'en Sheng and Wu Kuang.

Social and economic development in Western Han.

The wars against the Huns in the time of Emperor Wu of Han.
Chang Ch'ien's missions to the Western Regions.
Road."
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The Green Forest, Red Eyebrows Uprising.

The Yellow Turban Uprising.

Paper making. Ssu-ma Ch'ien's "Historical Records."

Chang Heng's seismograph.

2. Three Kingdoms, the Two Chins, Northern and Southern Dynasties,

Sui and T'ang periods.

Ts'ao Ts'ao unifies the North. Division under the Three

Kingdoms. The connection between Wu and Taiwan.

The Battle of the Fei River.

Tsu Chung-chih's value of it

The digging of the Grand Canal.

The peasant uprisings at the end of Sui.

The equal land system and system of taxation in grain,

textiles, and corvee of the T'ang dynasty.

Songtsangampo and Princess Wen-ch'eng.

The peasant war led by Huang Ch'ao at the end of the T'ang.

Li Ch'un and the Chao-chou Bridge. Li Pai, Tu Fu, Pai Chu-yi.
4

3. 1-Sung, Liao, Chin, Yuan times.

Unification of Northern Sung.

The reforms of Wang An-shih.

Gengis Khan unifies Mongolia and Kublai establishes the

Yuan dynasty.

Further development and spread of the three great inventions

of printing, the compass, and gunpowder.

4. Ming and Ch'ing periods.

Founding of the Ming.

Cheng Ho's travel's to the Western Ocean.

The early growth of capitalism in mid and late Ming.

The peasant uprising lead by Li Tzu-ch'eng in late Ming.
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The consolidation of frontier regions and a multi-
nationalities state under the Ch'ing.

Cheng Ch'eng-kung's recovery of Taiwan.

The struggle in early Ch'ing against Tsarist Russian
aggression.

Li Shih-chen's "The Great Pharmacopoeia."

Ts'ao Hsueh-ch'in's "Dream of the Red Chamber."

Modern Chinese History

I. *Tile Opium War

1. Domestic and foreign situation before the war.

2. The opium suppression movement and Lin Tse-hsu's destructionof opium at the Bogue.

3. The British launch an aggressive war. The san-yuan-li peoplestruggle to resist the British.

4. "The Sino-British Treaty of Nanking." Chinese society begins
to degenerate into a semi-c3lonial, semi-feudal society.

II. The T'ai-p'ing Rebellion and the Second Opium War.

1. The Chin-t'ien Uprising led by Hung Hsiu-ch'uan. The T'ai-p'ingarmyis victorious advance and establishment of its capital atT'ien-ching. "The Heavenly Kingdom's land system."

2. British and French aggressors launch the Second Opium War.
The Tsarist Russian aggressors take advantage of the situationto occupy forcibly large pieces of Chinese territory in the
northeast and the northwest.

3. The struggle of the T'ai-p'ing Heavenly Kingdom in its later
period to fight against reactionary Chinese and Western forces.
The defeat of the T'ai-p'ing revolution.

111. The birth of Chinese capitalism

1. Westernization efforts by big landlords and big bureaucrats.

' The birth of the Chinese proletariat.

3. The birth of the Chinese bourgeoisie.
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IV. Crises in the Chinese border regions and the Sino-French, and Sino-

Japanese Wars

1. American and Japanese aggression against Taiwan. British and

Russian aggression against Sinkiang. British aggression

against Tibet.

2. The Sino-Prench War.

3. The Sino-Japanese War of 1894. "The Sino-Japanese Treaty of

Shimonoseki." The struggle of the Chinese people and army to

resist Japan's forcible occupation of Taiwan.

V. The Hundred Days Reform of 1898

1. The imperialist powers divide China into "sphihes of influence";

the plot to slice up China.

2. The initial development of Chinese capitalism. The Hundred

Days Reform and its collapse.

VI. The Boxer ement

1. The rise and development of the Bweers.

2. The Boxers resist the Allied Expeditionary Force. Imperialism

and the Ch'ing government contrive to strangle the Boxer Move-

ment.

3. Tsarist Russia invades and occupies northeast China. "The

Boxer Protocol of 1901." China is.reduced to a semi-colonial,

semi-feudal society.

VII. The Revolution of 1911

1. Sun Yat-sen's early revolutionary activities.

2. The establishment and program of the Chinese T'ung-meng-hui.

3. The Wu-ch'ang Uprising.

4. The establishment of the Republic of China. The compromise

and.defeat of the bourgeois revolutionary group.

VIII. The Pei-Yang Warlords' rule of darkness

1. Yuan Shih-k'ai's treason and the collapse of restoration of

the dynastic rule.

2. The emergence of regional warlordism. Chang Hsun's Restoration.
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3. Further development of Chinese capitalism. The growth and
,strengthening of the Chinese proletariat. The New Culture
Movement. The dawning of a new period in the Chinesefrevo-lution.

Contemporary Chinese History

I. The establishment of the Chinese Communist Party

1. The "May 4th" Movement. The spread of Mar,?cism-Leninism inChina.

2. Comrade Mao Tse-tung's early revolutionary activities. The-first National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party.

3. The first high tide of the Chinese Woriers movement. The
Great Strike of rail workers and miners at An-yuan. TheGreat Strike of "February 7th."

The First Revolutionary Civil War

1. The establishment of a revo,utionary united front led by theChinese Communist Party. Sun Yat-sen reorganizes the
Kuomintang and establishes the three great policies of
"alliance with the U.S.S.R., alliance with C.C.P. members,
and support for peasants and workers."

2. The "May 30th" Movement. The Canton-Hong Kong Strike. ThePeasant Movement Training Institute. The publication of
"Analysis of the Classes in Chinese Society.",

3. Victorious advance of the Northern Expedition. Publicationof "Report on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement inHunan." The third armed uprising of Shanghai workers led by
Comrade'Chou En-lai.

4. The "April 12th" counterrevolutionary coup. The damage to the
revcilutiop of Ch'en Tu-hsiu's rightist capitulationist line.The July'lSth counterrevolutionary coup. The failure of the
First Revolutionary Civil War.

III. The Second Revolutionary Civil War

1. The "August 1st" Nan-ch'ang Uprising. The Autumn Harvest Up-
rising. The Canton Uprising. The establishment of the
Chingkangshan revolutionary base.

2. Comrade Mao Tse-tung's theory on the survival capacity of Red
power. The development of the rural base areas. The victory
of the Red Army's third counterencirclement.
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3. The "September 18th Incident."

4. The serious danger to the revolut on of Wang Ming's "left"

opportunist line. The Red Army's Long March. The Tsunyi

Conference. The struggle to smash Chang Kuo-t'ao's anti-

Party splinter movement. The great victory of the Long

March.

S. The "December 9th" Movement. The Sian Incident.

IV. The Anti-Japanese War

1. The July 7th MarCo Polo Bridge

retreat from the battlefield.
Japanese democratic base areas
cation of "On Protracted War."

Incident. The Kuomintang's
The development of anti-
behind enemy lines. Publi-

2. Pubtlication of "On New Democracy." The South Anhwei Incident.

The great production movement in the liberated areas. The

rectification movement in Yenan.

3. The Seventh National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party.

The great victory in the anti-Japanese war.

V. The Third Revolutionary Civil War

1. The Chungking negotiations. The self-defense war in the liber-

ated areas.

2. The smashing of the Kuomintang reactionaries' all-out and

strategic offensives. The rise of the people's democratic

movement in areas under Kuomintang control.

3. The Peoples' Liberation Army goes on the counteroffensive.

Land reform in the liberated areas. The great victory of the

three major battles.

4. The second plenum of the Seventh National Congress of the

Chinese Communist Party..

5. The founding of the People's Republic of China. The Chinese

new democratic revolution wins a great victory.

Modern and Contemporary World History

I. The English bourgeois revolution of 1640

II. The American War of Independence and the founding of the United

States of America
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III. The French bourgeois revolution

..,/

1. Class rela ions on the eve of revolution.

2. The rem,. utionary people's attack and seizure of the Bastille.

3. The Jacobin dictatorship.

IV. The English industrial revolution

1. The invention of machines.

2. The consequences of the industrial revolution.

V. The birth of scientific communism

1. The historical conditions that produced Marxism.

2. The three sources of Marxism.

3. "The Communist Manifesto."

VI. The European revolution of 1848

VII. The establishment of the First International

VIII. The yaris Commune

1. The March 18th revolution.

2. The revolutionary measures of the Paris Commune.

3. The principles of the Paris Commune are eternal.

IX. World capitalism enters the imperialist phase; the First World
War

1. The formation of imperialism's two military aggression blocs.

2. The outbreak of the First World War and its character.

X. The October Socialist Revolution

1. Armed uprising in Petrograd.

2. The smashing of foreign armed intervention and domestic
counterrevolutionary insurrection.

3. The October Revolution and the advent of a new era in human
history.
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XI. The struggle among imperialist powers for world hegemony between
the two World Wars

1. The "Versailles-Washington" scheme of imperialism to divide
the world again.

2. Economic crisis of the imperialist world, 1929-1933.

3. The establishment of Hitler's fascist dictatorship. The
emergence of sources of wars in Europe and Asia.

4. The Munich conspiracy.

XII. The Second World War

1. The outbreak of the Second World War.

2. Fasciit Germany's sudden invasion of the U.S.S.R.

3. The outbreak of the Pacific War.

4. The battle of Stalingrad.

S. The victory of the world antifascist war.
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Geography

Requirements:

1. Have a command of the basic knowledge of geography and maps
necessary to learn Chinese and world geography. Have an
elementary ability to read ordinary maps.

2. Know the basic features of China's geographical environment
and appropriate means to utilize nature, alter it, and expand
production.

3. Know the geographic environments and economic situations of
the world, the various continents, and individual nations.

Basic Knowledge

1. The position of the earth in the universe. The earth's shape and
size. Fixed stars, planets, satellites; the solar system, Milky
Way, universe.

2. The earth's rotation and the alternatioh of day and night. The
earth's axis and two poles. Longitude and its calculation. The
prime meridian. The parallels and degrees of latitude of Eastern
and Western hemispheres. The equator. Northern and Southern-hemi-
spheres. The grid system of latitude and longitude.

3. Earth's revolution. Northern and southern lines of regression.
Arctic and Antarctic circles. The five zones of the earth. The
seasonal changes.

4. The structure of the earth's interio,.. Changes in the shape of the
earth's surface. Internal forces and external forces.

5. The main climatic factors: Air temperature, rainfall, air pressure,.
wind. Important factors in determining climate: Latitude, atmos-
pheric circulation, land and sea distribution, topography. Isotherms,

isohyets.

6. Maps. ,Direction, scale, and legend of maps. Absolute altitude and
relative altitude. Contour lines and depth lines. Hypsometry on a
topographical pap.

Chinese Geography

1. China's geographical location and area. Continental neighbors.
Nearby oceans and seas. Oceanic neighbors. The location and
abbreviated names of 30 Provinces, independent cities, and auto-
nomous regions.
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2. Ghina's population and its distribution. Characteristics of pop-
ulation distribution of Han Chinese and minority peoples.

3. Characteristics of China's topography. Main mountain chains and
their orientation. The four.large plateaus. The three large
plains. The four large basins. The Southeastern foothills and
their distribution.

4. Annual changes in China's rainfall and'temperature and regional
variations. Division of heat zones.* Analyze maps of China's
January and July temperatures and rainfall. Causes of China's
seasonal windy weather. Influence of seasonal wind on China's
agriculture. Cold waves. Typhoons. *Rainy season.

S. China's important rivers. Different eharacteristics of northern
and southern rivers. The Yangtze River and the Yellow. River.
The Grand Canal. China's important fresh water lakes. China's
important interior rivers and salt water lakes. The natural
situation of the Pohai, the Yellow Sea, the East China Sea, and
the South China Sea.

6. China's agricultural development after Liberation. The yield-per-
mou quotas for food grains in various areas stipulated by the "All-
China Agricultural Development Plan." In agriculture, learn from
Tachai. The distribution of important food grains, vegetable oil
crops, cotton, and tropical and sub-tropical.crops. Important
forest areas, pasturage, and fishing grounds. The distribution
of China's important mineral resources. Industrial development after
Liberation. In industry, learn from Taching. The distribution of
iron and steel, petroleum, coal and textile industries. Important
industrial cities. The rapidly developing commu4cations and ship-
ping industry. Important rail lines and key stations. Important
seaports.

/. Characteristics of the topography of the three northeastern Provinces.
The relationship of climate and agricultural production. The trans-
formation of the "great northern wilderness" into the great northern
granary. Forest resources and their distribution. Developed heavy
industry. Closerknit railway network.

* Commentator's note: Probably best translated as "Classification
according to radiation load." Although this may seem a bit-technical
for high school students, it is a technique popular in Soviet clima-
tology with which the Chinese are no doubt familiar.
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8. Climatic characteristics on the middle and lower sections of the
Yellow River. 'Soil erosion and water and soil conservation on the
loess plateau. The origin of the North China plain. Harnessing
seas and rivers and the Yellow River.. Red Flag Canal. From the
Ch'in-ling [Mountains] to the Huai River is one of China's impor-
tant geographical demarcation lines. The capital, Peking. Tientsin.
Yenan.

9. Characteristics of topography and climate on the middle and lower,
sections of the Yangtze River. Agricultural features of the
Yangtze delta. Channeling off flood haters on the Ching River.
Construction to channel.water from the south to the north. Control
of the Huai River. Shahghai. Shao Shan. Chingkangshan.

10. Characteristics of.the topography and climate of the southeast sea-
coast region. Subtropical and tropical cash crops. Agricultural
.features of the Pearl River delta. The islands of the South China
Sea. The government and economy of yet-to-be-liberated Taiwan
Province.

11. Characteristics of the topography and climate of the Szechwan basin.
The Ch'eng-tu Plain. Tou-chiang-yen irrigation system [on the
Ch'eng-tu Plain]. The three gorges of the Yangtze River. The karst
topography of the Yunnan-Kweichow plain. Tsunyi [county]. Vertical
changes in the climate of cross ranges.* Abundant forest and water
power resources. Hsi-shuang-pan-na [sub-tropical region in extreme
southern Yunnan].

.

12. Characteristics of the toPography of the Tsinghai-Tibetan plateau.
Chu-lu-lang-ma [Mt. Everest]. High altitude climate. Thin air,
bright sunlight, and its influence on agriculture and cattle raising.
Forest resources of the south slope of the Himalayas.

13. Characteristics of the natural geography of the north and 'south
T'ien-shan. The Turfan Depression. Takla Makan Desert. Tarim
River. Lop Nor. Oasis agriculture. Newly opened areas since

1#

'beration.

14. e important national role of Inner Mongolian animal husbandry.
Irrigated agriculture of the Ningsia Plain, Ordos Plain, and the
corridor west of the Yellow River. Large-scale water conservancy
projects on the upper reaches of the Yellow River. Desert control.

* Commentator's note: Apparently refers to north-south trending
parallel ranges that cross the general grain of the east-west trending
southern mountains.
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WOrld Geography

Area of sea and land. Geographical position of the seven continents

and four oceans. Demarcation lines of the continents.

2. Basic characteristics and law of distribution of the world's impor-
, tant climate types.

3. Seas and oceans. Undersea petroleum and other undersea mineral
resources. Frishing industry and important world fishing grounds.
Important world navigation lanes.

4. The area and population of the continents., World ethnography and
its distribution. The distribution of important countries on the
continents and famous cities and harbors. The three world divisions.*

5. Characteristics of Asian topography and climate. Important mountain
chains, rivers, and lakes. Important peninsulas, islands, and straits.

Geographical situation of Korea and the necessity of uniting North
and South. The natural environment of Japan, its abnormally developed
capitalist industry, the question of the four.northern islands. Char-

acteristics of the topography and climate of Southeast Asia. Important

mineral resources and tropical economic crops. site natural situation
and important agricultural products of SoutkAsia. The important geo-

graphical location of Western Asia, petroleum resources. The region

of Pakistan.

6. Seas and oceans neighboring Africa. Cape of Good Hope. Plateau

continent. Sahara Desert. Tropical continent. The symmetrical

distribution of climate zones north and south. ,Nile River. Congo

River (Zaire River) and the Congo Basin. Abundant mineral resources.

The plunder of Africa by new and old colonialists. Great changes in

the political map of Africa. The development of national economics.

The Tanzania-Zambia Railroad. The geographical position of Egypt,,

cotton, the Suez Canal, the pyramids. South Africa (Ah-cha-ni-ya),
its geographical position, mineral resources, evil racial discrimin-

-
ation, and racial barriers.

7. Seas and important straits neighboring Europe. Important peninsulas.

Characteristics of Europe's topography and climate. The Alps. The

Danube and. the Rhine. The Mediterranean Sea. The geographical sit-

uation of Romania and Yugoslavia. The composition of the English

territory; changes in the new and old industrial sector, features of

agriculture. France is a progressive capitalist industrial state;
important industrial sectors and agricultural crops. The.Federal

* Commentator's note: Probably refers to division into capitalist,

communist, and developing/neutralist countries.
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Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic, their
geographical situation. The Soyiet Union is a traditional
European state, a social imperialist state; the Soviet Union's
natural environment, important resources, iiportant industrial
regions, important agricultural crops.

8. Characteristics of the climate and topography of North America.
Greenland. The Great la.hes. The composition of the territory
of the United States, the imperialist state that represents the
highest development of monopoly capital; the Mississippi River,
important industrial centers, important agricultural and cattle
products.

9. The origin of the name and the scope of Latin America. The Andes
Mountains, the Brazilian Plateau. The Amazon River. The hot and
humid climate of the Amazon Valley. The mineral resources,
fishing resources, and tropical economic crops of Latin America.
Latin American countries safeguard national resources and develop
national economy. The Panama Canal.

10. Oceania .and the scope of the Pacific.archipelagos. The natural
environment of Australia, important agricultural and cattle pro-
ducts and mineral resources.

11. Ice-bound, very cold Antarctica. Animal and mineral resources.
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Foreign Lang9age

When reviewing, the examinee should emphasize improving his ability
at practical use of the foreign language and should not superficially
emphasize gtammatical analysis. He should also practice the use of
words and word groups in sentenee building.

Rbquirements:

1. Elementary command of segmental and suprasegmental features
of pronunciation. Be able to read aloud correctly a short
text of difficulty comparable to the textbook.

2. Remember well 600-800 common words.

3. Elementary command of basic grammar. (Efiglish is used as an
example; other languages can be based on the basic grammar
and content of this language. Refer to the requirements for
English grammar [below] to determine the scope of ihe review.)

4. Be able to ask and answer simple questions.

5. Be able to read an easy and simple text and translate it
into Chinese.

6. Be able to translate simple Chinese sentences into the foreign
language.

7. Write neatly and in accordance with the rules.

Notes:

Requirements for review of basic English grammar:

1. Affirmative and negative declarative sentences.

2. Syntactic based interrogative sentences and question-word based
interrogative sentences and their answers.

3. Affirmative and negative imperative sentences.

4. Constructions with "there + be ...."

3. Compound sentences linked by "and" and "but."

6. Complex conditional sentences introduced by "if" and "when."

7. The formation of noun plurals and agreement of main verb.

8. Number of personal pronouns and alternation of case.
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9. Cakdinal numbers'from 1-100 and ordinal numbers from 1-20.

10: Comparative and superlative qf adjectives and adverbs.

11. The use of auXiliary verbs "can," "may," and "must."

12. Alternations in commonly used irregular verbs.

3. The use of six tenses: Present, past, future, present
progressive, past progressive, and present perfect, and the
use of "to be going to."

14. Use of the passive (limited to present and past).

15. The use of the infinitive as object, complement, and adverbial
modifier.
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2. INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT TESTS FROM THE EXAMINATION
1

Politics

The questions need not be copied, but the question number must be
clearly indicated [on the answer sheets].

I. Explain the following terms: (4 points each, total 16 points)

1. Productive forces

2. Class

3. Practice

4. The universality of contradiction

II. Short-answer questions: (4 points each, total 24 points)

1. What social forms does human society pass through in its devel-
opment from a low to a high stage?

2. What was the [Communist] Party's general line for the new
democratic revolution?

3. What is the Party's general line for socialist construction?
What is the general policy for developing the national economy?

4. According to the 10-year program approved by the Fifth National
People's Conkress [1978], what will our country's grain and
steel production output be in 1985?

5. According to Chairman Mio's theory of the three worlds, what
countries and regions aie included in the first, second, and
third worlds? Explain by giving examples.

6. What is the general rule of the movement of cognition?

Brief discussion questions: (10 points each, total 20 points)

1. What is the general task for the new period in our country's
socialist revolution and socialist construction? Why is it
said that realizing the general task is an important issue
for our country's future and destiny?

1

The texts used hereunder are based on translations done by the
United States Government's Foreign Broadcast Information Service. Ma-
terial in square brackets was added by the respective subject commentator.
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2. What is the basic difference between.materialist dialectics
and metaphysics? Criticiii the "gang of four" for spreading
the fallaCy of metaphysics;

,

IV. Essay questions: 20 points each, total 40 points)

1. Using the principle of material things first and consciousness
second, discuss the importance of the Party's excellent work
style of proceeding.from the actual situation and seeking truth
from facts.

2. Why must countries having a dictatorship of the proletariat
practice democracy toward the people and impose dictatorship
on the enemy? Criticize the "gang of foures" counterrevol4-
tionary.crimes of reversing the relations between the enemy
and ourselves and imposing a fascist dictatorship on the
people.

6
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Mathematics ,

Instructions:

1. Students of natural sciences and engineering taking this exam-

ination are required to%seleet one question from questions V and VI in

addition to doing questions I through IV and question VII. Students of

liberal arts taking this examination are re4uired to select one question

from questions V and VI in addition tb doing questions I through IV (if

all 5 questions are answered correctly, 100 points will.be given): they

are not required to do question VII.

2. When answering questions, students taking this examination are

not required.to copy the questions, but the question numbers must be

written correctly, such as (I) 2, (V),.etc.

*(I) (The possible score for each of the following questions is 4 points;

the total for all 5 questions is 20 points.)

1. Factorize: x
2

- 4xy + 4y
2

- 4z
2

2. The given length of the sid,' of a square is "a." Find the

volume of a right circular cylinderr whose lateral area is

equal to the area of the square and whose height is equal

to the length of the side of the square.

3. Find the.domain of the function y = iTiC24-V

4. Find the value of cos80°cos35° + cos10°cos55° without using

5.

tables.

Simplify: 1

(-4)

-1/2

3

%
()/14ab- )

-2
(0.1)

3 -4.11
(a b )
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(II) (The possible score for this question is 14 points.)

The given equation is kx
2

+ y
2
= 4, in which the k is a real

number. For all values of k, point out separately the type of

curve represented by the equation and sketch a graph illustrating

the charadterisiics [of the resulting curves].

(III) (The possible score for this question is 14 points.)

111

. (As [shown] in the diagram) AB is the diameter of a semi-circle,

C is a point on the semi-circle, the straight line MN is tangent

to the semi-circle at point C, AM is perpendicular to MN at point

M, BN is perpendicular to MN at point N, CD is perpendicular to

AB at point D.

Prove: 1) CD = CM = CN

2) CD
2
= A

m
BN

(IV) (The possible score for this question is 12 points.)

Given: 1og189 =.a (a # 2), 18 = 5. Find 1og3645.
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(V) (The possible score for this 4uestion is 20.points; select only

one question between this question and question VI.)

Already given is [the fact that] the sizes of th 'ee interior

angles of triangle ABC are in an tarithmetic sequence and .

t
g
At

g
C = 2 + . Find.the, sizes of angles A, B, and C. It is

also known that die keight of vertex C from the opposite side c is

4i1 Find the lengths of the varibus sides,a, b, c of the triangle.`

(Hint: When necessary, try to prove (1 t iT)
2

= 4 + 2b/T .)

(VI) (The rossible score for this question is 20 points.)

Given a and b are acute angles, and

3sin
2
a + 2sin2b = 1,

3sin2a - 2sin2b = 0
7

Prove: a + 2b =
2

(VII) (The possible score for this question is 20 points; students of

liberal arts are not required to do this question.)

Given that the function of 4y = x
2
+ (2m + 1)x + m

2
- 1, (and that

m is a real number).

1) What numerical value does m have to be when the extremum of

y is 0?

2) Prove: No matter what-numerical value m has, the vertices of

the graphs of the function (i.e., the parabolas) are all on

the same straight line li. Draw.a rough diagram of the

parabolas when m =.-1, 0, and 1 to test this conclusion.

3) Among the straight lines that are parallel to 11, which lines

intersect the parabolas, which do not? Prove that any straight

line that is parallel to 11 and intersects the parabolas is

dissected into equal line segments by the various parabolas.,
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Physics

Notes fo4 those taking'the examination:

(1) The examination consists of seven questions, to be answered
within 120 minutes.

(2) The parentheses ( ) after each test question show the
number of pbints lallotted to that question.

(3) The answers to the "Fill in the Blanks" question are to be
entered in the blanks provided. When answering the other questions,
you need not copy the question, but the number of the questiOn must be
clearly indicated on yolit answer sheets.

(4) The formulas, important steps in mathematical computations,
and written explanations you use in answering the questions must be
shown on your answer sheets. No credit caa be given for any questions
for which only the final answers are written down and for which the
major steps in the computations are not shown.

(5) For all computational questions, after you have completed
your calculatibns you must clearly write out the final.fikur3s and
units of the answer.

(6) Scrctch paper used for computations, test questions, and
answer sheets must all be turned in together.

1. Fill in the Blanks

(1) When changes take place in the ( ) that passes
through a coil, an induced electromotive force is produced in the coil.
The strength of the induced electromotive force, aside from what is
proportional to the number of turns in the coil, is directly propor-
tional to the ( ).

(2) In the course of its swinging motion, the velocity and accel-
eration of a simple pendulum vary with time. In the process of movement
from the point of greatest displacement to a position of equilibrium,
the velocity becomes ever ( ), while thp acceleration becomes ever

(3) In the radiation emitted by naturally radioactive elements,
it has already been explained that alpha-rays are ( ) and
gamma-rays are ( ).

(4) The.velocity of propagation of sound in air at 200C is 340
meters per second. If its frequency is 100 hertz, then its wave length
is ( ).
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\(5) The distance between two point electrical charges is a, and
theii,\interactive force is f; if the distance is increased to 2a, then
the interactive force will change to ( ). (10 points)

2. In the circuit shown in the diagram below, the resisiance of the three
resistors are, respectively, RI =.2 ohms, R2 = 4 ohms, and R3 = 4 ohms.
The battery's electromotive larce E = 4.2 vofts, and the internal resist-
ance r = 0.2 ohms. Find:

(1) The voltage ratio Vi/V2 between the two points R1 and R2 when
switch K is on'and switch K' is off;

(2) Tt\e voltage ratio V'1/V'2 between the two points RI and R2 when
th.e,two switches are both on;

(3) The strength of the current I
1
passing through R when the two

switches are both on. (10 points)

3. A camera is used to take a picture of an object, and it is given that
the focal length of its lens (a convex lens) is 13.5 cm, the distance
between the lens and the negative is 15 cm, and the image of that object
on the negative is 5 cm high.

(1) What is the height of that object?

(2) ()raw a diagram tracing the path of the light rays through the
camera as it displays the image of that objIct on its negative.,

(13 points)
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4. A voltampere meter is built with an electric circuit as drawn in
the diagram,below. The galvanometer G has a measuring range of
0.001 ampere with an internal resistance of 100 ohm, the resistance
at R1 is pm ohm and at R2 is 1.01 ohm.

(1) On which side of the double pole double-throw switch is the
ampere meter, and on which side is the voltmeter?

(2) What are the measuring ranges of the ampere meter and the
voltmeter? (13 points)

5. When a hydrometer weighing 14 grams is put into water (as shown in
the diagram), the water surface reaches mark A; when it is put into
kerosene, the kerosene surface reaches mark B. Given that the specific
gravity of kerosene is d . 0.8 gm/cm3 and the outer radius of the glass
tube of the hydrometer is r = 0.75 cm, what is the distance between A
and B? (14 points).
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6. A block of wood weighing 2,000 grams (41 = 2,000 gm) placed on the
smooth surface of a table 0.8 meters high '(h = 0.8 m) is hit by a
bullet that flies horizontally and that becomes lodged in the block,
causing the block to fall and come to rest at a point 1.6 meters from
the side of the table (measured horizontally); the mass of the bullet
is 10 grams*(m = 10 gm).

(1) What is the speed of the bullet when it hits the block?

(2) If 90% of the heat generated by the impact is absorbed by
the bullet, how many degrees will the temperature of the bullet be
increased? (Assuming the bullet's specific heat is 0.09 cal/gm-degree,
and g = 10m/second4, without taking air resistance into account.)

(20 points)

7. A U-shaped frame made of conductive material, 1 meter wide (L = lm),
whose surface forms an angle of 30 degreei with the horizontal plane
(alpha = 30°), is shown in the diagram below. Not taking into account
the electric resistance of the frame, if there is a magnetic field of
even strength forming a vertical angle with the suagg of that frame,
if.the strength of the magnetic induction B = 0.2 --R2 , and if a conduc-
tive bar ab whose mass is 0.2 kilograms (m = 0.2kg) and whose
effective resistance is 0.1 ohm (R = 0.1 ohm) is placed across the
U-shaped frame and is able to slide down without friction, answer the
following questions:

(1) What is the maximum downward sliding speed (v ) of the
conductiye bar tab?

(2) At maximum speed (v
m), what is the electric output of ab2

(20 points)
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Chemistry

Note: Write your examination number on the question paper and hand it
n with the answer paper.

I. (This section is worth 17 points.)
-

The nuclear charge number of element a is 17, and the positive
ion of element b has the same electron shell structure as does the
argon atom (atomic number = 18). Answer the following questions:
(the question need not be copied, but question number and the blank
space number must be clearly marked on the answer paper).

1. In the periodic table, element a is located at the
period and the main group, the element symbol is

(3) , and the molecular formula for the highest maximum
positive value oxide which is equivalent to the hydrolyzed
compound is

2. In the periodic table, element b is located at the
period and the main group, the element symbol is

, and the molecular formula for the highest maximum
positive value oxide which is equivalent to the hydrolyzed
compound is

3. In what type of chemical bond do these two elements combine?
Can the solid form of this chemical compound conduct electric-
ity? Can its aqueous solution conduct electricity?

4. Which is more strongly alkaline, the hydroxide of element b
or barium hydroxide?

S. Which has the stronger reducing power, the negative monovalent
,ion of element a or that of iodine?

11. (This section is worth 16 points.)

1. "The volume of one gram molecule of any matter is equal to 22.4
liters." Is this statement correct? Revise the statement if
it is incorrect.

2. The pH value of potassium carbonate aqueous solution is equal
to 7, greater than 7, or less than 7? Explain.

3. From 1,00n milliliters of 2N sulfuric acid solution, take
out 10 milli3iters. What are the equivalent weight concentra-
tion and gram molecular concentration (molar concentration)
of this 10 milliliters of solution?

4. Will copper react with dilute hydrochloric acid? Will copper

react with concentrated sulfuric acid? Write the chemical

equation if there is a reaction. Expl,...'n if there is no

reaction.
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III. (This section is worth 13 points.)

1. Write the names or structual formulas for the following
organic compounds, and specify which of them are isomers:HHHHIII! 4,;$3
(1)

(2) C C
I I I NCH

H H H

(3)

(5) 2-isobutane

OH

(4) ethyl acetate

2. Both ethylene and acetylene are capable of reacting addi-
tively with water under specified conditions. In each case,
give the chemical equation for the reaction (organic com-
pounds must be written in structural formulas) and give the
names of the products.
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IV. (This section is worth 18 points.)

1. In a laboratory only the apparatus given below is available.
If we want to produce gaseous hydrogen, oxygen, and chlorine
at the same time, which piece of apparatus should be used for

each? (Simply indicate A, /I, or C, without a sketch.)

(A)

1
(B)

2. In figure B why must the thistle tube be inserted into the
solution?

3. Give the chemical equation for tl,e preparation of each of these
three gases and explain the conditions of the reactions. Indi-

cate separately which element is oxidized and which element is

reduced. Indicate the direction of the electron transfer (with
an arrow head) and the total number transferred.
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V. (This section is worth 16 points.)

A sample of white powder is a mixture of two out of five
compounds -- KC1, (NH4)2SO4, (NH4)2CO3, Ca(NO3)2, and BaC12.
It is subjected to the following tests in sequence:

Step 1: When the white powder and slaked lime (calcium hydroxide)
are ground together, a.colorless gas is released. The
gas turns a moistened red litmus paper blue.

Step 2: A small amount of the white powder is added to a sufficient
amount of water and then stirred thoroughlyp A white
precipitate remains. The filtration method is used to
separate and the precipitate does not dissolve in nitric.
acid.

Step 3: When a solution of silver nitrate is added to the clarified
filtrate derived from the above-mentioned separation, again
a white precipitate is produced. Again add nitric acid and
the precipitate does not dissolve.

Questions: 1. According to the above-cited experiment, what con-
clusions can be drawn at each step?

2. The sample of white powder was formed by mixing
which two chemical compounds?

3. Write the relevant equations for the chemical
reactions. If these are ionic reactions, only a
simple ionic equation is required.

VI. (This section is worth 20 points.)

1. What is the gram molecular concentration of 31 nitric acid
solution (when the specific gravity is 1.2)?

2. Take 300 milligrams of alloy comprised of copper and silver and
dissolve it in nitric acid and; aftpr diluting it with the
proper amount of water, add 24.0 milliliters of 0.1M sodium
chloride solution, thus making the.sibier precipitate out
completely. Find the percentage composition of copper and
silver in the alloy.

NOTE: (1) atomic weights: Ag 108, CI 35.5, Cu 63:5, 0 16.6,
. H 1.0, N 14.0, Na 23.0

(2) In calculating your result, work to one decimal place,
rounding up to 5 or more in the second decimal place.
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History

(Note: In the upper right corner of this test paper, write your examin-
ation number, and attach your essay question papers to the test paper.)

I. Completion questions: (Total 20 points. Write your answers in the

spaces provided.)
6

1. During the Shang Dynasty the laboring people of our country used
an alloy of copper and tin to cast tools and weapons called

implements. It signalled a new level.in the develop-
ment of the forces of production.

2. During the reign of T'ai Tsung in the T'ang Dynasty, the Tibetan
leader married , thus promoting economic
and cultural interchange between the Han and Tibetan peoples and
effecting a close relationship between the Han and Tibetan peoples.

3. During the peasants' righteous rebellion in the final days of
the Yuan Dynasty, Chu Sheng proposed to that "the

walls be built high, grain be widely stored, and the assumption of

the title of prince be postponed."/-

4. Toward the end of the Ming Dynasty, the peasant revolt led by
Li Tzu-ch'eng raised the revolutionary slogan of

5. During the Opium War, people in the northern suburb
(placename) of Canton stoutly resisted the invading English army,
displaying the Chinese people's heroic spirit of being unafraid of
the strong and the cruel and daring to engage the enemy in battle.

6. During half a century beginning in the 1850's, Tsarist Russian
imperialism forcibly occupied square kilometers of

our country's territory.

7. In 1924, with the help of the Chinese Communist Party,
reformed the Kuomintang and established the three great policies of

, and ."

8. On 11 December 1927, comrades Chang T'ai-lei, Yeh 14ing, and

Yeh Chien-ying led the uprising.

9. In the year , Comrade and Comrade

led part of the Nanch'ang Uprising troops and the
Hunanese Peasant Army to Chingkangshan, where they victoriously

joined forces with the revolutionary troops led by Chairman Mao.
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10. In May 1938, Chairman Mao published " ," clearly
pointing out the objective laws for development of.the War of
Resistance Against Japan and the path to victory, and criticizing
the . ) theory and the theory, thereby
greatly inspiring and strengthening the'belief of the people -

throughout the country that they would blg victorious in this vor.

11. Our country's
the Sui Dynasty, and in
invented the

printing method was created during
the Northern Sung DYnasty Pi Shehi further

technique of printing.

12. Prior to the First World War, the imperialist c2untries formed
two military blocs: The Triple Alliance comptising

, and and the Triple Entente comprising
, and

13. German classical philosophy as represOted by
and was one of the three sources of Marxism.

14. Marx and Engels at the end of "The Communist Manifesto" issued
the following great call to the international proletariat:

15. Before the Second World War tile imperialist countries England
and France pursued the policy, and in September 1938
signed the Pact with the fascist countries Germany

'and Italy, paving the way for Hitler's aggression.

11. Briefly describe the important events in world Or Chinese history
that occurred in the years\listed below: (Total 5 points. Write your
answers following each dateJ)

221 B.C. ---

209 B.C.

1640 A.D. (foreign)

1776 A.D. (foreign)

1789 A.D. (foreign) ---

1840 A.D. ---

1871 A.D..(foreign)---

1900 A.D.

1911

1917 A.D. (foreign) --
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III. .01n the map trace the route taken by the troops of thqT'ai-p'ing' .

Heavenly Kingdom from the Chin-t'ien uprising to the establishment of
the Heavenly Capital. (Draw a continuous line connecting six cities
from which the army commenced its march, through which it passed, and
at which it ehded its progress. Do not connect more than six cities.)
( 5 points)
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IV. Briefly explain the following names and terms: (Each questton
5 points, total 25 points. .Write your answer in the blank space,under
each term.)

/

1. "The Historical Records" [the Shih Chi]

2. Battle of Kuan-tu

3. Cheng Ho

4. Battle'of Mengliangku

S. Versailles Conference



biv-:

V. Essay questions: ,(Total 45 points. Write your answers on separate
essay question papers. It is not necessary to copy the question) but
clearly indicate its number.)

1. On the basis of the changes in political and economic conditions
before and after the Opium War, analyze how our country began to
sink into the condition of a semi-colonial, semi-feudal society.-
(15 points)

2. Pick out and describe Comrade ChOu En-lai's important revolu-
tionary activities during each period of our countryts democratic.
revolution. (18 points)

3. Give three examples of sudden attacks launched by the imperialist
countries during the Second.World War, and explain the historical
lessons they convey. (12 points)



English Language*

Directions for Examinees

1.4 Do not copy down the question; write all answers on
the test paper.

2. Only one answer is allowed per question.

3. For the fill-in-the-blank section, you only need to
underline the Friswer; do not in the blank.

I. Fill in'the blank (underline the word or phrase that is required to
complete each sentence). (This section contains 30 questions worth1 potnt each.)

Example: It is time class.

A. to

1. There

A. has

B. in

no water in the glass.

B. are

2: This pen was given me by my mother. It's

44\A. cmy B. mine

C. for

C. is

C. to me /k

3. tractors helpful to the commune members?

A. Is this B. Are these

4. Which subject do you'like

A. the most B. the best

5. The Yallow River is the second

.> A. long B. longer

otal

C. Are theirs

, physics or chemdstry?

C. better

river in China.

6. The boat is passing the bridge.

A. under

C. longest

B. through C. across

* Editor's note: Those parts of the test that were written in the
English language in the original are in italics in this translation; the
remaining parts were in Chinese in the original.
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7. He went to Nanking October, 1977,

A. in

8. Taiwan is

A. in

B. on

the east of Fukien.

B. at

ie. at

C. to

9. His "Selected Poems" first.Oblished in °1965.

A. were B: was C. 'has been

10. Did yo. to his talk yesterday?

A. hear

11. Who is

A. older

12. My aunt

A. comes

13. Mathematics

B. heard C. listen

of you three?

B. oldest C. the oldest

to see us. She'll be here soon.

B. is coming / C. had come

the language of science.

A. is B. are going to be C. are

14. people attended the meeting last night.

A. A hundred'of B. Hundred C. Hundreds of

15. What do you usually do

A. in an evening B. in the evening' C. on the evening

16. When I got to thetop of the mountain, the sun

A. was shining B. shcne C. has shone

17. He is very old, he still works very hard.

A. but B. if C. when

18. He has alrqadk worked for hour.

A. the B. an C. a

19. My brother is very good ping-pong.

A. i n

0

B. for C. at
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20. The poor peasants all had a life before liberation.

A. suffered B. cruel C. bitter

21. I've heard him about you often.

A. spoke B. speaks C. speak

22. When did you my letter?

A. receive B. accept C. got

23. I need a day or two

A. to think it over B. to think over it C. of thinking

24. We must the importance of the four modernizations.

A. learn by heart B. keep in mind C. know by heart

25. We a sptre-time study group last week.

A. set up B. put up C. have established

26. My father me to become a doctor.

A. thinks B. says C. -hopes

27. de is thin.

A. fairly B. rather C. little

28. We waited for the bus.

A. for long time B. a long time C. Some long time

29. In thls factory, it's hard to tell cadres workers.

A. from

30. I

A. knew

B. to C. about

Hsiao Li since she was a littZe girl.

B. know C. have known

.r.r. Sentence Pattern Transformation. (This section contains 5 questions
worth 2 points each).

A. Ask a question requiring each sentence as an answer, replacing
the underlined portion with an interrogative pronoun:

1. This is ji,q.z dictionary.
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2. She often carries water for Granny Wang.

B. Change to the negative:

3. I think he'll go there tomorrow.

C. Change to the passive voice:

4. we chose Chang Hua League secretary.

5. Our teacher always takes good care of us.

III. Translate from Chinese to English. (There are 6 sentences worth a
total of 20 points; the first 5 sentences are worth 3 points each
and the last one is worth 5. points.)

4

1. He is old enough to join the army.

2. The north is colder than the south in thp winter.

3. When Comrade Chang came in, I was reading the newspaper.

4. Since the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, we have built
a reservoir and a power station in our commune.

5. The Party Central Committee, headed by Chairman Hua, is in the
midst of leading us forward on a new Long March.

6. Scientists have received the praise of people of the whole
nation because they make a valuable contribution to the devel-
opment o: science.
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IV. In the blanks provided in the short paragraph below, fill in the
word that is correct both grammatically and in meaning. (10 questions
[blanks] worth 1 point each.)

Premier Chou came to my grandmother the first time he
Tachai. I shouted into Granny's , "Granny, the Premier's here.
He's come all the from Peking to see youe"

"How we are to meet you, Premier Ghoul" said Granny. "How
did you get here and how are you going to Stay?"

few
got

V.

The Premier said, "I came by
hours. I think I can stay
a - of work to do in Peking.

, so the journey took me only a
in Tachai very long, because I've

be back today."

Read the following short selection.
there are four questions with four
There is only one correct answer.
you consider to be the correct one.
with each question worth 5 points.)

At the end of the selection,
answer choices for each (A,B,C,D).
Draw a line underneath the answer
(This section is worth 20 points,

The Gold in the Orchard*
gth

4.

There was once a farmer who had a fine orchard. He worked very hard
all his life and the orchard always did well. But he knew that his three
sons looked down upon farm work, and were only interested in getting rich
quickly.

When the farmer was old and knew he was going to die, he called his
three sons to him and said, "My sons, there's a lot of gold hidden in the
orchard. Dig for it, if you want to have it."

The sons tried to get him to tell them the exi4;:t place where the gold
was hidden, but he said nothing more.

After the farmer was dead, the sons went to look for the gold. Since
they didn't know where the hiding-place was, they decided to begin digging
all over the orchard. They dug and dug, but no gold was found. Finally
they had to give up the attempt.

The next summer, the fruit crop was the biggest they had ever had.
This was because of the thorough digging the orchard had got.

When the three sons saw the great amount of money they got after
theu sold the fruit, they suddenly understood what their wise father had
mei..nt when he said, "There's gold hidden in .the orchard. Dig for it."

* orchard [Chinese translation of this word supplied here.]
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I.

1. When the old farmer was living,

A. the orchard gavirich crops each year.
B. the orchard gave rich crops only when the weather conditions

were good.
C. the orchard had an average crop.
D. the fruit crop was usually poor.

Z. 3ay which of the following statements is true:

4. The farmer's sons were /azy and had never worked on the farm.
B. The farmer's sons did a lot of buyfng and selling in town so

as to get rich quickly.
C. The farmer's sons loved farm work, because their father, who

was hardworking aIl-his life, had told them to work hard.

D. The farmer's sons considered farm work warthleas.

3. When the sons asked their father to tell them the exact place where
. the gold was hidden, he told them nothlng, because

A. 'he was dying.
B. he thought they understood what he meant.
C. he wanted them to dig the orchard all over.
D. the gold could easily be found.

4. No gold was found because

A. the raJmer's sons hadn't dug the orchard deep enough.
B. the gold had been stolen.
C. the farmer's sons didn't know in what part of the orchard

the gold was hidden.
D. there was no gold hidden in the. orchard.
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VI. Translate frdm English to Chinese. (This section is worth 10 points.)

'A few stark are known which are hardly bigger than the earth, but
the majorityl are so large that hundreds of thousands of earths could be

.packed2 inside each and leave room to spare; here and there we come upon
a giant star large enough to contain millions of millions of earths. And
the tota/ number of stars in the universe3 is probably something like the
tota/ number of grains of sand on all the seashores of the world. Such
is the littleness of bur home in space when measured up:against the total
substance of the universe.

1. the majority [Chinese translation supplied]

2. pack [Chinese translation supplied]

3. universe [Chinese translation supplied]
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PART III. SUBJECT-BY-SUBJECT COMMENTARIES ON THE CHINESE MATERIALS

1. POLITICS: by Dr. Michael Lindsay, Professor Emeritus of International
Service, ne American University

Assessment of the 1978 Chinese,Materials

There is no equivalent in American education to the subject "Politics"
in the Chinese school curriculum. The treatment of this subject in the
1978 Review Outline and examination Shows that the People's Republic of
China is a state with a single orthodox philosophy covering all aspects of
life. The nearest equivalent to this situation in the. West would be the
period before the 17th century when Aristotle and Saint Thomas Aquinas
were consideree unquestioned authorities on all subjects. It could be
argued that a less systematic general philosophy has a widespread influence
in contemporary American education, but it certainly does not havega mon- .

opoly of influence and it shows itself by implication rather than explicitly.
Moreover, American education, at least in principle, encourages students
to think for themselves and to use their:critical faculties, while the ,

Chinese syllabus and examination in "Politics" suggest that candidates are
required simply to reproduce what they have been taught and not.to raise
any awkward questions about its truthfulness or consistency.

The first section of the Review Outline, entitled "General Knowledge
of Dialectical.Materialism," covers the basic philosophy of Marxism-
Leninism. It can only be understood with some background knowledge of the
concepts and technical terms involved. Mpst American high school students,
and many other Americahs, would find it unintelligible without a good deal
of explanation.

Consider, for example, the term "materialism," which occurs very
frequently in this first section of the outline. This term is used in
Communist writings with two very different meanings. In some contexts
it means "...the recognition of the outside world, the existence of things
outside and independent of our mind" (quotation from Lenin's Materialism
and Empirio-criticism). The contrasting concept, "idealism," which Lenin
criticized, is the positivist view that our knowledge comes only from our
sense impressions, and that to assume the existence of an objective world
outside the mind i 'an unproven and undemonstrable dogma" (quotation
from The Grammar of Science, by Karl Pearson). Many people would con-
sider materialism, with this first meaning, to be in accord with common
sense and not to be incompatible with religion; most Christians, for ex-
ample, believe that God exists outside and independent of our minds. In

other contexts, however, Communists use "materialism" to mean that every-
thing can be completely explained in terms of the already known principles
of natural science. Materialism in this second sense forms the basis for
Communist attacks on religion. The Chinese term for "materialism" used
in the outline and the examination has this latter meaning.
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It is also important to understand the concept of "contradiction"
introduced in the first section of the outline. As a Communist technical
term, "contradiction" means that opposing influences or,tendencies tan be
found in all situations and that conflicts among various interests exist
in almost all societies.

The second section of the outline, "Brief History of Social Develop-
ment," gives a crude and simplified version of the theory of history
developed by Marx and Engels, plus Lenin's theory of imperialism. This
section maintairth that the form of production and class conflicts deter:-
mine the development of history, and that all societies must inevitably
go through the same stages--primitive communism, slave society, feudalism,
capitalism, socialism, and, frnally, the ideal communist society. The
section is marked by dogmatic assertions such as,"capitalism must perish,
socialism must be victorious" and "human society must march towards com-
munism."

Actually, Marx himself recognized that economic forces and class con-
flicts were not the only influences on the developmenlof history and that
his postulated stages of social development might not fit all parts of the
world. He wrote about "the Asiatic mode of production," which would allow
a different line of development for China. To fit China into the crude
Marxist scheme, official Chinese Communist history has to make feudalism
start with the establishment of the centralizea empire in the 3d century
B.C. and continue for some two thousand years. Several non-Communist
hiStorians, on the other hand, take the centralized empire as ending
feudalism in China. It can ano be argued that'something like feudalism
started to develop in China during periods when the authority of the cen-
tralized bureaucratic state broke down, but never developed to the extent
of European or Japanese feudalism. For most of'Chinese history, in fact,
officials rather than landowners formed the ruling class.

The first four partsof the outline's third section, "General Know-
ledge of Scientific SocialiSp," are standard MaTxism-Leninism except for
Mao Tse-tung's concept of "contradictions among the people." Mao departed
from Soviet orthodoxy by saying that conflicts of interests continued in
p socialist society, though they were different from the irreconcilable
conflicts arising from class struggle.

In Marx's view, the transition from capitalism to sociAlism must
come through a revolution led by the industrial proletariat. In almost
a/l cases the revolution would have to.be violent and would have to
be followed by a period during which the proletariat monopolized power to
suppress the former ruling classes. (In Marxist terminology, "dictator-
ship" refers to the monopoly of power by a class, not by an individual.)
Lenin added the view that the proletariat must be led by a highly disci-
plined Communist Party, which, by definition, represents the proletariat.
He also stressed the importance of an alliance between the proletariat and
the peasants.
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Much of the fifth, sixth, and seventh parts of the third section
presents a Chinese view that differs from the Soviet approach, In the
Soviet view, the transition from capitalism to socialism is irreversible.
In the Chinese view, without a continuous revolution a socialist society
may r4ress to capitalism, and the Chinese in fact allege that Khrushchev
and Brezhnev are "revisionists" who have restored capitalism in the Soviet
Union.

"Revisionism" is the Communist term for heresy--departure from.the
true doctrine of Marxism-Leninism. Historically, it has had the conno-
tation of "rightist" deviation. For a long time the Soviet-controlled
Communist International (Comintern) was the accepted authority for de-
-fining true doctrine. Now, "revisionism" has become little more than a
term of Ape between practitioners of different variants of Marxism-
Leninism..v

the seventh part of the third section also gives Mao Tse-tung's
analysis of the current world situation. In this analysis, China is
the natural .leader of the revolutionary third world, the poor under-
developed countries, against the two great powers aiming at world hege-
mony, the Soviet Union and the United States. In between are the other
economically developed countries, which may act as temporary allies of
the third world against the hegemonic powers.

The fourth section of the outline, entitled "General Knowledge of
the Chinese Revolution and Construction," covers the history of the
Chinese Communist Party from itS foundation to 1978. The first part

covers the period up to 1936, and seems designed to emphasize the impor-

tance of fao in these early years by ascribing special significance to
activities in which he played a prominent role. There is an odd hiatus
in the outline for the pertod of the war against Japan and the civil war
that followed; the second part of the section begins only with the estab-
lishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949. In dealing with

recent years, this section of the outline is distorted and evasive. It

is distorted in bracketing together Liu Shao-ch'i and the "gang of four"
as "bourgeois headquarters" although Liu and the "gang" were lictually

at nearly opposite ends of the political spectrum; while he could hardly
be correctly called "bourgeois," Liu was a relatively pragmatic organi-
tation man, whereas the "gang's" position was clearly extreme "left,"'\,
emphasizing the utopian and egalitarian elements in Marxism-Leninism.
In addition, this section is evasive in ignoring the crucial question of
the degree to which the new post-Mao leaders have reversed Mao's policies
since 1977.

One final point about the 1978 Review Outline in "Politics" as a
whole is perhaps in order. It should be noted that this syllabus was
produced during an official campaign to denounce the "gang of four."
This circumstance presumably explains the preoccupation with the "gang"
reflected in five separas.e hostile references to them in three different

sections of the outline.'
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A

The actual test in "Politics" included in the examination adheres
quite ctosely to the contents of thp geview Outline. All five sections
of the outline are represented- in the test questions but the emphasis in
the test ks on recent political developmentscand par icularly on the ex-
aminee1s ability to.criticize the "gang of fout." . e four 4-point ques-
tions in the first group on the test require definitions or explanations
of Marxist-Leninist concepts. The six A-point questions in the second
group call for concise, descriptive answers; three of these questions are .

related to the fourth section of,the syllabus, and each of the three,other
lengthy sections of the outline is represented by one of the three re-
maining questions. One of the 10-point questions in the third group
on the current programs of the new leadership; the other question in this
group calls for criticism of the,"gang of four" on philosophical groNnds.
The first 20-point essay is philosophical/historical but is also relited;-
to the neOLParty line; the slogan "seek truth from facts" Was used by
Mao Tse-tung in the Rectification Campaign of the early 1940's and has
been revived,in many recent articles as a basis for attacking the.dog-
matism crf.the "gang." The second 20-point essay is related to the third
section of the syllabus and calls again fOr criticism of the "gang of,
four."

To judge the difficulty of the examination, one would tea ly need
to have a sample of the students'paperswith the examiners' markings..
Candidates could give adequate anpiers to all the questions if they could

-- reproduce the appropriateepassages from their textbooks or classroom notes
on Mamism-Leninism and from articles in the People's Daily giving the
current Party line. What one cannot tell without having a.sample of
marked papers is whether the examination aetually demanded more than the
ability to memorize.

Comparison of the Examination Review Outlines for 1978 and 1959

Compared to 4le 1959 examination outline, the 1978 outline for
"Politics" is much longer and much more general and theoretical. The -

imphasis in 1959 was heavily on current affairs. The 1959.outlin%)pre-
scribed eight specific items to be read for review purposes;, al.1 of the
items were Chinese Communist documents, and seven of the eight were dated
in the 1950's. Of the twelve "points to be noted by candidates" listed
in.the 1959 outline, five are related to policies started in 1958 and
one refers to events in 1957; only four are seiated to goneral Marxist-.
Leninist-MaOist theory.

The 1978 outline does not specify required readings but demands a
wide general knowledge of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse-tung Thought. -The
passages related to current affairs form only,a small proportion of the
total.

Prom. a comparison of the examination review outlines for 1959 and
1978, one can see two important shifts in the Party line. According to
the 1q59 outline, "...the socialist camp [is] 4-leaded by the Soviet Union."
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In the 1978 outline, the SOviet Unions's leaders-have become "revisionist"
and'hkve "betrayed the prpletarian revelutTon...," and-the U.S.S.R. has
joined the United States 4s "the cpllective enemy of all'the world's
people." The 1,959-syllabus also reflects the Chine'se position at that *

time which heralded the communes (established in 1958) a8 the beginning
of the transition from socialism to commvnism, while the .1978 syllabus
contains no explicit reference to the commulfes and merely notes that
"the transifion from capitalism to communisth is a rejatively long his-

,

toricrl stage."

1
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2. CHINESE LANGUAGE: by Dr. Fredetich W. Mote, Professor of East Asian
Studies, Princeton University

Assessment of the 1978 Chinese Materials
_

The 1978 Review Outline's section on Chinese language is strictly a
commonsense set of guidelines. It refers to current political issues
only.once (item 1. under "Writing"), and there to steer the examinee
away from politicized models. The effect must have been to surprise the
candidates by the absence of explicit demands for evidence of a current
political stance and by the emphasis on writing and reading skills Per se-

Moreover, the review guide puts the student on his own resources to
locate appropriate studly materials and models in current locally used
textbooks. He is advised to maintain a "suitable proportion" of old.
classical to contemporary colloquial writings in choosing review mate-
rials. Nothing other than recent "gang of four" dogmatic writings is
declared off limits.

1

The Outline is very simply and reasonably organized under two major
headings,j "Readings" and "Writing," neither of which is indicated to be
of greatdr importance than the other. The presentation could scarcely .

be further pared-down, more direct, of more neutral. It should nonethe-
less be effective, at least with students having some initiative and
self-confidence.

A comparison of the level of knowledge of one's native language
required of prospective college entrants in China and in the United
States is difficult to make, since.a student's mastery of his own
language is notreadily susceptible to objective comparison across cul-
tural bckindaries.. Consequently, the United States-China comparison has
more meahing in most other fields than it does in the area of standards
in the t.4;e. of .the basic national language.

In any event, the 1978 Review Outline is so general that it does
not really reveal the level of language skills required on the examina-
tion. The basic injunction to the examinee is simply to write clearly
and graminatically; that is less an indication of standards than would be
the demand, for example, that an examinee'in geometry be able to write
from memery certain theorems and be able to apply them in solutions of
certain kinds of problems. The 1978 outline also provides insufficient
basis for a comparison of American and Chinese requirements regarding
knowledge of literature. It does not include any indication of the
Chinese literary works with which the examinee must be familiar, and
thus prectludes an evaluation of the level of sophistication of such works
and a coltparison of their level with that of the English literature for
which an:American college aspirant is responsible.
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Comparison of the Eiamination Review Outlines for 1978 and 1959

The 1959 outline requires that the examinee be able to read, analyze,
and translate into modern Chinese specified literary works listed in the
document; those works.might be considered to be on a par with American
high school level readings from Shakespeare and O'Neill--i.e., the sorts
of things found on college entrance English examinations in this country.
In the 19478 outline, however, one is given no hint as to what kinds of
classical Chinese the examinee must be able to handle. Since the absence
of specified examples probably conceals a lowered expectation, one might,
surmise that the level expected of examinees in classical Chinese in 1959
was higher than it was int 1978, but there is no direct evidence to that
effect% Nonetheless, it Seems very interesting that passive knowledge of
classical Chinese is speOfiCally retained, and that in addition to lan-
guage skills per se invol*ing classical Chinese, some general cultural
knowredge is also required concerning the historical backgrounds of clas-

,,sical writers.

i 1 The inference about a "lowered. expectation," it should be noted,
!reers only to the ability to read classical Chinese. In neither 1959
!or 1978 was the student expected to prepare for a demonstration of the
Ability to write a composition in classical Chinese; composition in
qassical style apparently has long ceased to be a required skill. With
regard to skills in writing modern Chinese, the tack of precise standards
in composition is apparent in both review guides. But the 1959 outline
explicitly states that examinees must be able to translate classical into
modern colloquial and must know the modern functional equivalents of
classical function words ("particles"). This all suggests more rigorous
standards in composition in 1959 than in 1978..

The 1959 outline is more explicitly demanding in spelling out more
kinds of requirements in greater detail. The 1978 study guide seems to
allow more latitude in constructing the examination and in judg'ng it
than does the more detailed 1959 outline.

Throughout both the 1959 and the 1978 outlines there is emphasis on
clarity of thinking and the ability to analyze both the content and struc-
ture of all kinds of non-artistic as well as belletristic writing. In

general, the 1959, outline is morwolitical (in demanding understanding
of the "thought" conveyed by the authors of the 18 selected writings
specified for review, 13 of which had direct contemporary political rel-
evance in 1959). The 1959 guide thus suggests that analytical skills
should be focused on the ability to recognize or to make correct politi-
cal judgments. It is only by the absence of specific demands in relation
to particular reading materials that the political element seems to be
sharply lessened by 1978. It might be unwise, however, to draw overly
firm conclusions from that observation without seeing the actual examin-
iajoh and perhaps without knowing precisely how it was graded. The ques-

tion remains: How free did examinees feel during the summer of 1978 to'
be apolitical in a situation of this kind, after having been taught through
most of their lives that one was to be graded first and foremost on "cor-
rect political attitude"?
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3. MATHEMATICS: by Dr. Prank J. Swetz, Associate Professor of Mathe-matics and Education, Capitol Campus, The Pennsylvania State Uni-versity

Assessment of the 1978 Chinese Materials

An evaluative review of Chinese curricular materials can only befully relevant if the judgments rendered are based upon what the Chinese
themselves see as the broad goals for education. "Just what do the
Chinese wish to accomplish in education?" and "What do they want their
young pedple to be able to do with the knowledge they learn in school?"Ideally, firm answers to these questions would establish the key criteria
on which evaluative judgments should be made. However, lacking such clear
guidelines, al'oreign evaluator is forced to seek other reliable criteria
upon which objective, informative, and meaningful assessments can be made.Since an acknowledged national goal of the present Chinese Government is
to transform the nation into a modern industrialized state by the year.
2000, this goal can serve as a general basis for curriculum judgments.
The following comments will, therefore, be based on existing mathematics
curriculums and standards for modern industrialized nations.

The mathematical material in the Review Outline is divided into
three areas of concern: Algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. Geometry
encompasses !:?th plane and solid Euclidean geometry as well as coordin-
ate or analyti,:. geometry. The scope of the material is broad and pre-sents the basic topics one might expect to find in a quality secondary
level mathematics program. Mathematical objectives listed under each
Subheading are written in behaviox:al terms in accordance with modernpractices. The hierarchy of concepts, techniques, and principles to be
learned seems well organized and presents a rather unified approach to
mathematics teaching.

In general, the tone of the outline, however, appears classical in
its conception and more representative of a program of mathematical
studies of 20 or 30 years ago than of a contemporary one. The implied
learning emphasis is on achieving computational and technical proficiency;for example, students are expected to be able to extract the numerical
square root of a given number and undertake various geometric construc-
tions, practices that are no longer fashionable.or considered necessaryin modern school programs.

This curriculum itself, as outlined, reflects almost none of the
reforms of the "modern math" movement. No mention is made of sets or
set concepts, probability and statistics, or algebraic structures and
algebraic properties of various operations. The treatment of geometry
is particularly classical, and exhibits rio concern with geometric trans-
formations or "motion" geometry. The consideration of trigonometry is
generally standard but omits innovations such as a use of vectors and
polar coorlinates. Particularly strong features of the Chinese curric-
ulum include the recommended exposure to elementary functions, including

9,



exponential and logarithmic functions, and the required survey of plane
analytic geometry. While the outline's presentation of twies reflects
traditional rather than modern educational thInking, theprescribed pro-

Aram, both in scope and depth, represents a program of strong mathemat-
W ical preparation and reflects a high expectation of student achievement.

1

\.
other features of the .outline convey significant information

olVititrresent mathematics education scene in China. Especially inter-
esting in this regard is the outliwe's introductory statement:

In view of the practical situation regarding mathematics
in various areas of the country, we have not included
inverse trigonometric functions, complex numbers, per-
mutations and combinations, parametric equations, and
limits fc,r the time being.

This statement indicates that school programs in mathematics are not yet
uniform throughout the country and seems to confirm the present Chinese
leadership's claim that policies ddopted during the Cultural Revolution
lowered mathematical standards to a degree. The presumable future addi-
tion of the indicated topics will certainly strengthen the mathematics
prognim. It is also significant to note that the contents of the outline
do not seem to reflect any of the positive reforms stemming from the
Cultural Revolution. For example, one reform widely proclaimed during the
Cultural Revolution was the "open door policy under which students and
teachers would travel to communes and factories collecting practical pro-
letarian mathematics problems that would later become the object of class-
room study, and knowledgeable peasants and workers would come to the
classrqom to teach the practical mathematics they used in their daily
lives.- Despite the fact that this approach was emphasized over a quite
prolonged period, the 1978 outline devotes little attention to the appli-
cations of mathematics or methods of mathematica approximation useful in
daily life.

While the ReView Outline delineates mathematical objectives rather
broadly, the examination itself translates these objectives into opera-
tional terms--particular mathematical problems to be solved--and thus

1

A current ovement in educational planning for mathematics pro-
grams is away from the "modern math" trends and toward a "back-to-basics"
approach stressing fundamenta.1 topics in mathematics. In this respect,
the Chinese curriculum Might be considered in accord with.contemporary
educational trends.

For a detailed discussion of the "open door" movement in Chinese
mathematics education, see Frank Swetz, "The 'Open-Door' Policy and the
Reform of -1athematics Education in the People's Republic of China,"
Edu,:ationa1 Studies in Mathematics (1977) 8:461-478.
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presents very specific illustrations of the level of knowledge and pro-
ficiency expected of a prospective university candidate. The 2-hour
examination, consisting of seven exercises (five of which are to be comr-
pleted by liberal arts candidates, ind six by prospective science and en-
gineering majors), is rigorous by most existing standards. The require-
ments of the examination reflect the contents and emphasis of the Review
outline quite closely. The topics considered are traditional in their
nature, and the questions test the student's command of theoretical know-
ledge rather than the ability to use that knowledge in solving applied
problems. The test stresses formula recall and manipulation, computa-
tional proficiency, and, to a lesser degree, the student's powers of ab-
straction and geberalization.3 Specific questions probe a rather narrow
range of knowledge and do not necess4rily allow for a display, of creative
problem-solving ability--i.e., problems do not appear open-ended, allow-
ing for the use of flexible solution strategies. (For this reason, per-
usal of several examples of such an examination would enable a candidate
to categorize the problems and could encourage the practice of preparing
for the test by doing many typical problems.) Basically, the examination
is a power test with successive problems becoming more,difficult. Ques-
tion I is a survey question requiring little skill for its successful
completion. The most difficult exercises are given in question VII, re-
quired only of candidates for science and mathematics specializations.
The solution of this problem demands a recall and correct.use of several
formulas and an application of both analytic and synthetic thinking.

From the scope of the material, depth of knowledge required, and
allowable time limit, this examination appears to represent a highly com-
petitive testing.situation, one in which the sqlective standards of stu-
dent recruitment are very high. The mathematical requirement confronted
by a candidate for a liberal arts specialization is especially rigorous
in relation to comparable requirements in many other countries.

Considering the contents of the Review Outline in conjunction with
the actual examination, the conclusion can be reached that mere proficiency
with regard to the mathematical topics covered in the outline would not
necessarily be sufficient, in itself, to pass the examination. The demands
of the entrance examination process would seem to encourage self-study and
involvement in extracurricular mathematics problem-solving activities.

In comparing the level of mathematical knowledge required for college
entrance in China and the United States, one must keep in mid4 that this
country has a large number and variety of colleges and universities,

3
The organizational format and conterft of this examination are

similar to that of university entrance examinations in China two decades
ago. An example of such an examination used in 1957 is given in Frank
Swetz, Hathemat.cs Education in China: Its Growth and Development'
(Cambridge, 'lass.: The MIT Press, 1974) , p. 347.
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whereas China has limited facilities in higher education. As a result of
tifese circumstances, the competition for college acceptance in the People's
Republic is very much greater.than the competition here, and entrance stan-
dards in China are, therefore, quite stringent.

The Chinese college entrance examination in mathematics.assumes that
all students in a particular secondary school take the same mathematics
program, regardless of their ability, in..erests,'or vocational aspira-
tions.. In the United States, it i$ possible for a student to take only
a minimum mathematics offering in his secondary school, usually a course
in general mathematics that satisfies almost none of the Chinese require-
ments, and still obtain acceptance to a college or university. HoweVer,
in the majority of cases, students in Americc. aspiring to university
acceptance will enroll in a college-preparatory program of study. The
mathematics section of such a program will include studies in algebra,
Euclidean geometry, and trigonometry very similar to the Chinese require-
ments. Students wi,th a special interest in mathematics may undertake
further mathematical studies through Honors work4 or Advanced Placement
courses. The Advanced Placement studies, wh-ich are designed to enable a
secondary student to complete a year and a half of college mathematics,
will include work w.ith elementary functions, analytic geometry, and con-
eep,ps.sof calculus. While American students in a college preparatory pro-
gr,Am will receive training in most of the areas indicated in the Chinese
Oiwiew outline, the depth and emphasis in their instruction will differ
from the chinese requirements. The mathematical training of American
students will .be broader, including work with set theoretic concepts, ele-
mentary notions of logic and formal deductive systems, algebraic structures
and elementary probability and descriptive statistics, and will focus on
the continuity of mathematical ideas and problem-solving techniques. A
Chinese student would probably have a stronger knowledge of elementary func-
tions and analytic geometry than his American counterpart; however, such
an advantage would disappear if the American student had completed an Ad-
vanced Placement course.

The philosophies underlying both the teaching of mathematics and the
selecting and evaluating of students for admission to higher education
differ dramatically between the two countries. University entrance exam-
inations in the United States reflect a broader approach tv the acquisition
or knowledge and allow for its demonstration. While there is no national
entrance examination in the United States, tests designed by the College
1:ntrance Examination Board (CEEB), a private organization, are used by many

4
A program of Honors studies is not available in all secondary schools

in the United States. In schools where such programs exist, the particular
studies offered usually reflect the interests and abilities of the school's
mathematics teachers. Typical topics considered in such programs might in-
clude matrix algehra, probability and statistics, introduction to computers,
ur the history of mathematics.
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universities to screen their applicants. Examinations in mathematics ar
included in the CEEB's Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). The objectives
and organization of the SAT mathematics examination underline the differ-
ences and varying expectations involved in Chinese and American secondary
mathematics teaching. The SAT 75-minute mathematics examination consists
of 60 brief problems concerning the application of algebraic, arithmetic,
geometric and graphical techtpues, and focuses on the student's ability
to apifly knowledge in unfamiliar problem situations and to think logically
rather than merely to recall facts or formulas.

Comparison of the Examination Review Outlines for 1978 and 1959

A comparison of.the review materials from 1959 and 1978 reveals that
the high learning emphasis on formula recall and computational proficiency
is common to both. These goals are clearly spelled out in the prefacing
remarks to the 1959 outline where students are urged to be able to prove
theorems and derive formulas. The nationalistic theme, "Know the contri-
butions of the motherland's people and mathematicians", is woven into the
1959 objectives for mathematics learning, and the 1959 outline includes
a comment on the importance of mathematical applications: "[Know] the sig-
nificance of mathematics for natural science and industrial and agricul-
tural production.' TheSe themes are not present in the 1978 outline.

The 1959 outline encompasses the subheadings of Arithmetic.and Algebra,
Geometry and Trigonometry. In its descrirtion of mathematics topics, the
1959 outline is both more specific and more comprehensive than its 1978
counterpart. The heavy emphasis on classical Euclidean geometry found in the
1978 document is also apparent in the r§59 material, but, despite the ex-
cessive stress in this area, the contents of the 1959 outline reflect a
strong secondary mathematics program, one that would be judged of high
quality by 1959 standards.

A comparison of the two outlines' -contents reveals that two major re-
forms have taken place in Chinese mathematics education between 1959 and
1978. Arithmetic was dropped from secondary school requirements and
analytic geometry was added, greatly raising the level of studies. These
reforms to upgrade the level of secondary school mathematics parallel
changes taking place outside of China during that period, and although
these Chinese reforms lacked some of the "modern trappings" of Western
reforms, such as a stress.on terminology and axiomatics,'they were solid
in their c onception.
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4. PHYSICS: by Dr. John W. Layman, Associate Professor of Physics and
Science Education, University of Maryland

.Msessment° of the 1978 Chinese Materials

The general introductory comments in the physics section of the Re-view Outline parallel nicely the general goals of high school physicsteaching in the United States. In this cdikintry we often speak of the
process of physical change, the learning of general concepts in physics,and the understanding of instruments and their role in measurements. Wealso emphasize formulas, the units associated with them, and the appropri-
ate conditions for their use. The thing that is missing from the Chinese
document is evidence of the Irocedures used in the classroom to implement
these general objectives. Only a visit to classrooms can reveal that.

al

. The range of topics included in the outline parallels closely that of
topics found in an American introductory high sehool physics text. How-
ever, physics can, unfortunately, be so concisely stated in terms of its
laws and equations that it is hard to judge, from material such as that in
the outline, the depth of coverage, the kinds of problems worked by the
students, whether there is an attempt to illustrate the laws with every-
day examples, and how dependent the physics is on the student's mathematical
prowess.

The.thechanics portion of the Review Outline begins with the study of
forces, whereas in this country we might begin with kinematics and later

4_ tackle Newton's Laws and the rest of dynamics. Under oscillations and
waves the Chinese include resonance, a topic not often covered in thiscountry. In an American program the oscillations and waves section might
be bolstered through a study of sound, if not through a study of optics.

In the optics portion of the Chinese document the work is confined to
elementary single lens geometrical optics, with no apparent tie-in with
the waves and oscillations section. In this country, through the influenceof the Physical Sciences Study Committee (PSSC) physics course, much more
would be done with the particle and wave model of light and the role
played by interference and diffraction in the study of optics.

The atomic and nuclear physics portion is somewhat more.brief than in
American texts, but often our own teachers, who may be pressed for time at
the ond of the year, do not do much with this topic either.

There is no reference to relativity, again a topic not always covered
in this country.

In all other respects, the range of topics in the outline parallels
that found in the average American high school physics text, although in
a rather classical mold. There is little evidence of the inclusion of
exotic topics such as magnetohydrodynamics, solid state physics, space
travel, or lasers and holography.
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On the question of mathematical sophistication, careful reading of

both the Review Outline and the examination itself shows that only algebra

and trigonometry are required and 'that vectors and.grapht are used. One

can not tell for sure what the examiners would accept as a suitable level

of mathematical response, but it would appear that the expeCtations match

those of high school teachers in this country.

A major item missing from both the Review Outline and the examination

text is any 'clear indication of the role of'laboratory work in the study

of physics. An introductory comment in the physics part of the outline

(item 2) suggests that the student "should understand the main purpose

and correct use of relevant instruments in physics experiments," but there

is no other indication of what physics topics are supported by laboratory

work. In this cdtintry laboratory work is an integral part of a physics

course. I suspect from the examination that laboratory work is done by

the Chinese student, but one can not tell how much. In our country the

amount varies witlithe interests of the teacher, but it is often a major

part of a physics course.

In the introduction to the actual examilttion, the student is told

to show all formulas, important steps in mathematical computations, and

all written explanations used in solving the questions or problems. No

credit will be awarded for only final answers without the proper inter-

mediate work being shown. All figures, equations, and units used must

be shoWn. Again, this pWrallels the instructions that would be given

students in this country, especially.on an examination to be scored by ,

someone other than the classroom teacher.

A disproportionate portion of the exatination was devoted to topics

in electricity and magnetism (47 out of 100 points), but the rest of the

questions andproblems were distributed evenly among the remaining topics.

I would characterize the examination as comparable in level and style

to a final exam in one of our standard high school introductory physics

courses.

In our larger high schools it is not uncommon to have a second-year

physics course, an Advanced Placement coutse in physics, or a combination

chemistry/physics second-level course. Students in these courses would

be working at a much higher level than is indicated in these Chinese docu-

ments. These students might be using calculus, doing more advanced labor-

atory experiments, and in effect .doing their first-year college physics

while in high school.

Comparison of the Examination Review Outlines for 1978 and 1959

When compared with the 1959 document, the 1978 Review Outline ex-
.

hibits a higher degree of educational and scientific sophistication, but

a reduction in the number of topics covered.
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The 1978,outline includes a nicely presented set of introductory
points for the guidance of the examinee, which in our country would be
characterized as general objectives. It i-s also more systematically
organized. The main, op al categories (which in the 1959 outline were
given as mechanics, molecu ar physics and heat, electricity,light, and
atomic structure) have gene ally been broken down into clear subdivisions
in the 1978 document. Mecha cs, for example, is subdivided into-force,
equjlibrium of matter, kinema ics, kinetics, work and energy, curvilinear
mofion, dscillations and waves, and fluid statics.- The order of presenta-
fion of topics in the 1978 outline is from the simple to the more complex,
with fewer references to technological applicationsthan in the 1959 docu-ent. The 1978 outline contains the actual equation's to be studied rather
than just clusters of physics terms, which gives it a much more sophisti-
cated air.

The 1959 outline reads more like a physical scienceoutline than its
1978 counterpart, with its objective seemingly being coverage of all pos-
sible topics. Among the topics included in the 1959 document but, omitted
in the 1978 outline are sound, pressure in moving fluids, surface tension,
wetting, capillarity, Brownian motion, diffusion, humidity, total reflec-
tion, interference of light, the eye, optical instruments, electrically
controlled commutato- and long distance transmission of electricity,
There is also a red.w...,..n ofbreadth,in the 1978 outline in the areas of

fluid dynamics, electricity,and optics. Due to this reduction in
the number of topics, the 1978 outline could be interpreted as simpler
than the one for 1959.

To summarize, the omiSsion of many topics in the 1978 Review Outline
st4esth a narowing of the coverage of secondary school physics over the
last two decades, but other features of the 1978 document--such as the
listing of more specific objeCtives, the delineation of much clearer sub-
topics, and the explicit addition of the equations to be mastered--suggest
a sharper and deeper focus on the more'fundamental aspects of physics,
auch in the vein of the PSSC effort in the United States.
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I.

S. CHEMISTRY: by Dr. Marjorie Gardner, Professorof Chemistry and
Science Education, University. of Maryland

As'sessment of the 1978 Chintse Materials

The 1978' Review Outline and exaAination in chemistry are both .free"
of politics. Chemistry seems to be taught,or at least tested, as an
apolitical subject. The level of.content artd lever of sophistication
in the subject are ClOse to those found in high schools in the United
States in the 1940's and 1950's.

The content oe the outline,is traditicnal and mostly descriptive
Chemistry... There 4s,Tio mention of the mole, the cornerstone of modern
sccondary school chemistry courses. Some of the terminology used (e.g.,
gram molecule and gram atom in place of the mole concept; lazy elements
in place of noble gases; and classifying reactions as combination, de-
composition, .displacement, and double displacements .is reminiseent of
Amer' 'n textbooks of at least 20 years ago.;

.) .

The labbratory work (basic empirical skills) mentioned in the Review
Outline.is ve/I different from that done American schdols today in at
least two respects: (1) The equipment tised;' and (2) the experiments per-
formed. For eNample, in Chinese schools alcohol burners are used as heat
sources and tray scales are used for weighing. Both of these items.of equip-
ment are used to some extent in junior high schools in the United States
hut have been replaced in most senior high schools by bunsen burners and
electronic balances. The 6xperiments performed in China consist of prep-
aration of gases, Ailution of concentrated H2SO4, and qualitative analysis
procedures. Generation of gases and 112SO4 dilution experiments have gen-
erally disappeared from American schools, largely for safety reasons.
They are spimetimes demonstrated at the junior high level to help students
become acquainted with pliysi.cal and chemical properties. Qualitative anal-
ysis schemes are done in some American high schools, most often near the
end of he year as an interest-capturing elective if the teacher is especi-
ally interested in this dspect of chemistry.

In the Chinese Review Outline, attention is given to applied chemistry
through stady of the industrial preparation and uses of sulfuric acid,
caustic soda, and chemical fertilizers. This type of chemistry was common
in U.S. textbooks prior to 1960, but little of it is present now as indus-
trial chemistry. There is some attention to these chemicals in American
textbooks, but mostly in the context of consumer chemistry and social rele-
vance. In fact, the China syllabus appears to represent career-oriented
chemistry for prospective chemists or other scientists, and to be geared
to university preparation. Ainerican high school chemistry, on the other
hand, (except Advanced Placement, which is definitely a university pre-
paration course) is basically directed toward serving general.education

. goals.
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The%Revipw Outline indicates more attentioni.to organic chcmistry thanis typical of American high 'school chemistry. In the United States, or-ganic .chemistry is an 61ective part of the course and is not taught at allin many schools.

The .level of-the thina syllabuS'appears to be somewhere between thatof.a junior high physical science course and-a senior high conventionalllth-grade chemistry course in the United States. It is considerablybelow the level of the Chemical Education'Materials Study (CHEMS) and theAdvanced Placement courses. The level of 16thematics and modern theory(e.g., atomic and molecular structured bonding, equilibrium, kineti4),reflected in the outline is distinctly below that taught in the malorityof chemistry courses in American'high' schools.

The 1973 examination in chemistry very closely parallels the Review
4)

outline; there are no s'brprises. Some of the answers could be drawn frommemory, but some questions reqUire alertness, thinking, and explanatioh.Two of the six sections, approximately onelthird of the examination, dealwiti laboratory experiments that are described in wprds.and drawings.There is one section on organic chemistry and the-three remOning sections*ask questions that Could geherally be classified as descriptive, inorganicchemistry.

One may conclude from the indicatior&in
theSe.Chinese materials thatas of 1978 a secondary school graduate from the People's Republic,pf Chinawould not have as strong a background in modern chemistry, laboratory work,and calculations as a Nt..epres'entative

American counterpart. However, itshould be added that (1) background deficiencies can be fapidly.erased byan intelligent, dedicated student; and (2)' with schools returning to nor-mal and new textbOo1/4s becoming available, the cheMistry backgrounds offuture Chinese graduates should be strengthened very rapidly.

Compa-.7ison of the Examination Review Outlines for 1978 and 1959

The 'irst apparent difference between the two outlines is In lengthand (!etail. The 1978 outline is four pages long while the 1959 documentis nearly double that length (seven pages). In 1978, five general areaswcre stated as required; in 1959, there were eight such areas:

1978 requirements

1. Basic principles and
concepts

2. Basic calculations

3." Common elements and com-
pounds--their nature,

.

manufacture, and applica-
tions
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1959 requirements

1. Basic ideas and laws

2. Nomenclature

3. Properties, manufacture,
and use of some important
substances



e
I.

4. Basic laboratory lipera-

tions

4.

5. Basic knowledge of organic
chemistry S.

Sc

6.

. 7.

Not
also to b
theories
topes are
water are
elements

How to wiite fbrmulas and
equations and use them in

b.asic calculations

aeriodic law and table;
atomic and ionic.theory

Of
Properties and structure
of organic compounds

P5inciplp and processes
.of production of materials
important in the national
economr, as weft ih their

role.in socialist construc-
tion

8. Basic processes of chemical

experiments
Iv 4

only is the 1959 outline longer and broader in co'verage; it appets

e more sophisticated in content'and level. Laws, principles, an

are more prominent. Periodicity is carried much further. lso-

introduced. Hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, iron, aluminum, and

covered separately, as are the main groups of representative

in the periodic table.

The 1959 outline is very similar (except for the stress on organic

chemistry) to tables of contents in 1950-vintage American high school

chemistry'textbooks. The coverage of content and level of sophistication

. in the 1959 document are both clearly above that of the 1978 outline.

This comparison indicates that'students in Chinese secondary schools have

had much less time and opportunity for the study of chemistry and have

covered the subject in less breadth and depth in recent years than they

did two decades ago.

Oft.
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6. HISTORY: by Dr. Chang-tu Hu, Professor of History and Education,
Teachers College, Columbia University

Assessment of the 1978 Chinese Materiais

The coverage in the Review Outline for the 1978 examination, both in,terms of time span and subject areas, is broad indeed. After an openingreference to the prehistoric "Peking Man," the outline continues with theearliest of recorded, Chinese history and concludes with the founding ofthe PRC in the case of Chinese history and the eid of World War II in theoase of world history. The material is very systematically organized.
In chronological terms, there is complete "beginning to end" coverage ofChinese history, with no major phase or periods left,out. At.the sametime, At is too obvious to require much elaboration that the,teaching ofhistory in secondary schools follows the Communist Party policy of
hou-chin poo-ku (stressing the.recent and deemphasizing the remote past)for the purpose of ku wei chin yung (making the past serve the present).
For the three..major early periods of primitive, slave-owning, and feudal.

' societies in Chinese history, there are altogether only 50 or so separ-
ately mentioned topics, while the modern and contemporary.periods, though
jncomparably shorter in time,span; 'seem to require considerably greaterattention and knowledge.of details, judging 'by the' large number of topics-and personalities specifically mentioned. With regard to world history,the outline covers only the modern and contemporary periods (beginning
with 1640) and is relatively brief, listing some 40 topics.

The outline's depth is much more di iicult to assess. The manner ofits organization and presentation gives no clear clue to the depth in
which the examinees are expected to be able toodiscuss the various topics.Howyver, my examinat1on of a more detailed current review.and reference
guidebook.:-Ld-shih chih-shih wen-ta (Questions and Answers on Historical
Knowledge), published in Peking in 1978--suggests that the intended depthof knowledge is generally'adequate in broad terms, although here again onecan readily see the differences An stress between the treatment of the ku(old) and chin (new) aspects of history.

In Chinese schoos, history is one'of the subjects'very closely iden-tified with what is*loosely termed "politics," and.it has therefore beentaught largely for purposes of political education. Through the study of
hiscory,.students are expected to develop a socialist world outlook based
on an understandingof dialectical materialism and historical materialism.It is quite obvious that the material in the Review Outline, as in theclassroom, is organized according to a set of Party-approved nd.academi-
cally orthodox principles, which include the following:

1. The principle of a standardized historical periodization scheme.
This requires strict compliance with the Marxist division of
human history into primitive commune, slave-owning society,
feudalism, capitalism, socialism, and' ultimately communism.
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2. The principle of the dominant role Of the "people" in history--

i.e., that common people have been the true makers of history.

This principle demands that traditional Chinese historiography,

which treats history as the annals of emperors, kings, generals,

and prime ministers, must.be discarded in favor of a new approach.
I)

3. The principle of the great historical significance of mass and

popular movements. In line with this principle, such movements

are treated as revolutions rather than merely revolts or re-

bellions.

4. The principle of patriotism. This is primarily reflected in the

emphasis given to the scientific and technological accomplishments

of outstanding Chinese scholars and craftsmen of the past. It la
ft also to be found in the treatment of topics related to Western

and Japanese incursion into China in modern times:\

The material in the outline is so organized as to confoim to a form-

ula in respect to both coverage and interpretation. In this sense, the

outline represents a new approach to the study of Chinese and world his-

tory aa compared to that used in pre-Communist days. Themis emphasis

on heuristic teaching, and students are encouraged to observe and analyze

according to the laws of dialectics. Without adequate factual data on

teacher preparation and concrete classroom learning conditions, it is

difficult to even hazard a guess as to the effectiveness of such an Lip--

proach in the study of history. Since historical materialism is believed

to have the intrinsic value of being "scientific," all other schools of

thought concerning the study and interpretation of history, both old and

new, have .been denigrated as "metaphysical" and excluded from the teaching/

learning process.

A perusal of .the test in history included in the actual examination

reveals that it, like the Review Outline, focuses heavily on Chinese his-

tory, and particularly on modern Chinete history. ,Of the total of 100

points on the test, about 75 points (or 75 percent) are allotted to ques-

tions dealing with Chinese history, while only about 25 points (25 percent)

are assigned to questions on 'world history. Furthermore, within the con-

fines of the questions on Chinese history, queries related to the modern

period in Chinese history (roughly after 1840) account for about 50 points

(approximately two-thirds of the points allotted for Chinese history, and

about one-half of the total points on the whole test). The ideological

or political emphasis is clear throughout the test. It is reflected in

the stress on such major themes as (1) the "centrality" of the role of

the common people in
e

history, (2) the long world-wide tradition of

popular rebellion ggnst pressive rulers and class enemies, (3) China's

historical heritage as a mu inational state, (4) China's earlier great

achievements and its later degradation as a semi-feudal and semi-colonial

society, (5) the glorious revolution under the leadership of the Communist

Party, and (6) the historical significance of the rise of Marxismcand

:ommunism for the world at large.
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Although the 1978 Chinese Review Outline and examination provideonly a tentative basis for comparing the level of knowledge in tne fieldof history required of college entrants in China and the United States,some assessment may be attempted of the extent to which Chinese and
American secondary school graduates are expected to understand (1) their
own national history and (2) the history of the modern world. At thrisk of being speculative, it May be suggested that the "average" Chinese
middle school graduates perhaps have a better understanding or familiaritywith their national history than their counterparts in the United States.
This is due to the emphasis placed on Chinese history since the Communistscame to power, But precisely because of this emphasis, the history of themodern world has been neglected in Chinese schools, and, when it is taught,it is treated only to the extent of supplementing ideological indoctrina-
tion, stressing such themes as the rapaciousness of capitalism and thestruggle of the proletariat and emphasizing events such as the Paris Com-
mune and the October Revolution of 1917. Students in American high schoolsseem to acquire broader knowledge of world history, largely beCause ofmore comprehensive coverage in the school curriculum, presumably better
trained teachers, and much better access to a larger variety of supple-
mentary reading materials.

comparison of the Examination Review Outlines for 1978 and 1959

By any standard of comparison, the 1959 examination outline is farsuperior to the one for 1978 in coverage, articulation, and scholarship.
The earlier tradition of historical scholarship is much more in evidence
in the 1959 document than in the 1978 outline, which is, in some respects,no mom than a condensation of the earlier version. The.current outline
covers only approximately two-thirds of the topics covered in the 1959outline. Moreover, some of the ideologically inspired concepts and ap-
proaches arc less obvious in the 1959 document; for example; the period-
ization scheme is not openly applied.

Although much would depend on the level of performance expected ofstudents in an examination situation, irrespective of the manner in whichthe outline is presented, a comparison between these two outlines never-
theless clearly suggests that in 1959 students we'ie required to possess a
broader and more "scholastic" knowledge of history, both ancient and re-
cent, Chinese and foreign. I am strongly of the view that the noticeably
lower requirements in the subject of history in 1978, as compared to 1959,
are attributable to the decade-long, disruption of teaching, the over-
emphasis upon politics and political activism, and the very unhealthy
climate of anti-intellectualism that prevailed in the wake of the Cultural
Revolution.
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7. GEOGRAPHY: by Dr. Clifton W. Pannell, Associate Professor of Geography,

University of Georgia

0
Assessment of the 1978 Chinese Materials

The geography portion of thete 1978 Review Outline indicates three

main topical areas of concentration for which China's secondary school

graduates are responsible. These three areas are the following:

(1) A basic knowledge of earth science. This includes the earth's

position in the universe; the geographic coordinate system of

latitude and longitude; earth-sun relations, seasonal changes,

main climatic factors, and physical features; the interior

structure of the earth; and a basic understanding of the prop-

erties of maps, especially those that depict physical patterns.

(2) A broad knowledge of the geography of China. This includes

China's location and its neighbors; major administrative units;

main patterns of physical geography (major landforms, basic

climate patterns, soils, major rivers, lakes, and water re-'

sources); and the distribution and nature of China's popula-

tion. In addition a 'knowledge of China's main regions is re-

quired, with emphasis on their physical and resource charac-

teristics and the resulting role of these regions in primary

and secondary economic production within the national economic

system.

(3) A'basic knowledge of world geographyw This streves primarily
physical geography and the resource patterns that result from

physical conditions and territorial size. Consideration is

also given to the ecoltomic geography of major countries'and,

to a lesser extent, to the political geography of the globe.

Requiring such knowledge suggests that geographic training and edu-

cation is more intensive and thorough at the secondary school level in

China than it is in the United States. Also the Chinese geography pro-

gram, although including human geography, appears to place much heavier

emphasis on physical geography and basic earth science than do geography

programs in the United States.

To the extent that geography is taught in U.S. high schools (a 1971

study estimated that only about 10 percent of American students in the

public institutions take geography courses), it is generally taught as

a social studies subject and focuses heavily on human geography, although

it may also include material on human interactions with the physical en-

vironment. Earth science in the United States is taught separately from

geography and is generally offered at the 8th- or 9th-grade level. Such

courses reach approximately two-thirds of U.S. public school students.

In general these earth science courses cover the same basic material as
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is indicated in the earth science portion of the Chinese Review butline,
although the U.S. courses also cover basic oceanography.

It should be noted that in Chinese secondary schools the study of
geography, as tha outline indicates, is also used as a political tool to
reinforce Marxist perspectives on the gJobal economic system. This is
apparently done primarily in the study of world geography, where foreign
countries are characterized in terms of their economic systems or past
roles in a colonial/imperial system. Thus, the United States is identi-
fied as a highly developed imperialist and monopoly capitalist state,
whereas France is seen as a "progressive capitalist industrial state."

Comparison of the Examination Review Outlines for 1978 and 1959

Geographic education in Chinese secondary schools has apparently
changed its direction during the last two decades. In 1959 the geography
outline focused mainly on the economic geography of China, with consider-
ation also given to regionalization. China's regions were then studied
as economic/production regi.ons, although some attention was given to the
physical conditions and resource patterns of these regions.

In the 1978 outline much more emphasis is placed on physical geography
as a systematic topic. Specific regional applications are studied, but
apparently with a holistic view of regions as parts of a larger environ-
mental framework. Thd goal of current study appears to be preparing stu-
dents to play a greater role in promoting production through better under-
standing and knowledge of China's physical environments, patterns of re-
sources, and population distribution. This goal is consistent with recent
ihformation about the important position geography has established for it-
self within the context of Chinese science. In the various research insti-
tutes under the Chinese Academy of SCience and in university departments,
,geography has placed heavy emphasis on the study of the physical environ-
ment. Itsrute is thus that of an environmental science and an applied
discipline that is justified in large part on the basis of its ability to
help increase agricultural production through promoting better human under-
standing and utilization of available physical resources, such as land and
water. Although other geographic work is focused on industrial location,
transportation, and urban planning, the main thrust of the discipline prob-
ably will remain on environmental analysis, looking toward increasing agri-
cultural production.

China's changing relationship with the U.S.S.R. is also reflected in
the two examination outlines. For example, the Soviet Union received
heavy positive attention in the 1959 document. In the 1978 outline, the
U.S.S.R. is identified as a "traditional European state" and a "social
imperialist state" and is included only as a small part of the section on
Europe. Overall, the 1978 Review Outline indicates that geography,contin-
ues to be used as a vehicle for political propaganda and conditioning.
Such use, howevr, appears to have been reduced since 1959.
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8. FOREIGN LANGUAGE (ENGLISH): by Dr. Ti,nothy Light, Professor of Chinese
Language and Linguistics, University of Arizona

Assessment of the 1978 ainese Materials

The general requirements for foreign language as stated in the Review
Outline read for the most part like descriptions of basic requirements for
students who have completed 2 years of high,school foreign language study
in the United States. Actually, at least theoretically, the vocabulary
required (600 to 800 words) is a bitsbelow what can be expected of a stu-
dent who has had 2. years of one of our commonly taught foreign languages.

However, the outline's requirements for review of English grammar
imply a stage of linguistic sophistication considerably beyond what can
be expected of American high school students who have taken 2 years of
such languages as French, German, or Spanish, for what the examiners have
picked to stress are largely those features of English that are difficult
for Chinese to master because they involve censtruction types that either
are not found in the Chinese language or are formed very differently in
Chinese. This suggests that what in English is formed with construction
types similar (or seen to be similar) to those encountered in Chinese is
presumed to be known.

Furthermore, many of the itema for review involve not sentential con-
struction, but discourse construction. That is, although one needs to
know the formation of simple sentences well in order to make sentences
with "and" and "but" conjunctions or "if" and "when" conditionals, and
other complex sentences, merely knowing the simple structure in each case
is not sufficient to guarantee correct usage. The context of previous
utterances (and in some cases, following utterances) and the context of
the speech situation all play an important part in determining the correct
use of many of the constructions mentioned in the Review Outline. The

ability to use 'such items in their correct contexts involves an ability
to use the language for complex purposes and an ability to handle long
stretches of speechthings not normally demanded of students in the first
or second year of American high school foreign language classes.

In short, the outline presumes a mastery of elementary.English and
suggests that a command of items reflecting an intermediate or advanced
level will be tested on the examination.

The actual examination in English is a mixed bag. It is clearly
based on an attempt to stress those constructions that students who.na-
tively speak Chinese will have difficulty mastering in English. It thus
reflects an inti.O.tive contrastive analysis, most likely based on the ex-

perience of many teachers in many years of teaching. To this reviewer,

most of the questions and the choices presented in them are eminently
sensible and accurately predict and reflect areas of difficulty for Chinese
speakers learning English. However, not all of the questions test distinc-

tions between acceptable and unacceptable English. In question 1.4., for
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example, all the available answers are acceptably used by.native Englishspeakers. Question 1.15. presents two acceptable answers and a third onewhich i rather less.likely to be chosen, even by ticose with rather weakEnglish. Question 1.26., in contrast, provides no correct answers. De-spite such lapses, however, internally .the test seems likely to distinguishproficient students from incompetent ones because of the emphasis on suchthings as prepositions, articles, superlatives, verb-tenses, interrogativeword order, and passivization--all examples of items where Chinese construc-tion differs radically from English construction.

What is not tested in the examination is also important to note. Theexam tests the skills of grammar selection, reading comprehension, andtranslation. It does not test oral skills or the skill (4 writing originalmaterial (i.e., material that is not based on translation). The lack ofspecific testing for these skills is partly made up for by a known correl-ation between success on a fill-in-the-blank type of grammar selection
test (such as question I on the examination) and other skills. Nonetheless,anyone evaluating the examination for academic purposes would rest moreeasily if the two skills most necessary to academic success aside fromreading--namely, oral/aural skills and original writing--were directlytested.

The system for scoring the examination warrants some comment. Inquestion VI, 10 points are allotted for translating a fairly difficultEnglish paragraph in which the possible pitfalls are many; in consequence,this question seems that it would require substantial effort compared withall others. . With the exception of question VI, there appears to be afairiy equitable distribution of points according to predictable effortfor each of the main question sections. But relative effort on a test hasno necessary connection with relative proficiency in language. Question Vis also particularly worrying for another reason. Here 20 percent of theexam score rests on four queries, each of which has four possible alter-native answers. In a tight field of competitors, it would be very possibleto come out very well or very badly on the exam solely because of perform-ance on this question, and either one of these results would be possible
quite regardless of an individual's reading comprehension skills.

Ultimately, the value of this examination to us in America is,the
use it has in distinguishing very able students from those who are lessable, so that we can estimate the difficulty individual prospective Chi-nese students will encounter in handling academic work presented in Eng-lish. In order to help assess what the test results might mean in this.regard, I showed the English test to a teacher of college Spanish and toboth the director and the examination specialist of our university's
Center for English as a Second Language. The Spanish teacher, who wasviewing the examination as though it were a Spanish exam for American
students, felt that a student who did very well (70 percent or above) on
the test would have to have had at least 4 years of high school foreign
language or 2 years of college instruction. The Teaching English as a
Foreign Language (TEFL) specialists felt that the examination could clearly
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distinguish the very good from the very weak students.. They also stated
that a candidate who scored 80 to 100 percent would have to be very good

and would probably be considered.as being at the intermediate-advanced
level (i.e., in need of only finishing-off training in a TEFL center be-

fore beginning college work in English). Because Spanish is a cognate
language to English, and because tam TEFL specialists fully appreciate
the standards in English that are needed by foreign students whose native
language is not English, I take these two assessments to have about the
same meaning. and I agree with both of them.

In concl.usion, one should note that the implication for any evalu-
ator is that a very high scoce or a very low score on this English test

will be indicative of ability. But the middle scores--which will be most
of the scores--will not be very discriminating. Hence, it appears that

this test cannot be relied on for much more than major groupings, and
consequently that.standard tests and diagnostic tests will still be re-
quired for any Chinese who come to the United States to study.

copparison of the Examination Review Outlines for 1978 and 1959

Educators in China consistently insist that standards in all subjects
are lower now than they were 20 years ago because of the damaging effects

.of the Cultural Revolution. A rudimentary comparison of the English lan-

guage portions of the 1978 and 1959 outlines would not necessarily suggest

such a drop. However, in the vocabulary section, the 1959 requirements
suggest a total of 750 to 1000 words and list some very sophisticated,

words that should be learned. Furthermore, in the 1959 document more

stress is placed on the ability to handle accurately the English verb

timing system--something that is inherently difficult for native sptakers

of Chinese, since the Chinese verb system operates very differently.
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